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Section li 

describes the situation, objectives, design and 
results of the trainer and researcher training 
program conducted by McBer and Company profes- 
sionals for the staff of ITC-ITB, members of 
the faculties of psychology, economics and 
anthropology of the State university of Padrajaran, 
and representatives from Bank Degang Negara, 
and Indonesian Government development bank. 
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LIST  OP   DTC-ITB PERSONNEL TRAINED 

1.     Boemarto Dipl.  Psych 

2.     Dr«.   Suharsono Sagir 

3.     Bob Dengah Dipl.   Psych. 

4.     Drs.  Sidharta Puspadi- 
brata 

5.     Xr.  Mohamad Halim 
HS IE I OR 

4.     Ir.   Surna Tjahja Djaja- 
diningrat 

7.     Ir.   1.  Tarigant 

• . Dr».  Paulus Trahono 

t. Ors. A.  Rafli 

10. Dr.   Tatang Sulaeman 

11. Drs.  Boy Hasan 

12. Drs.  Tatang Gandasasmita 

13. Xr.   Gad« Raka M.E.I.E. 

14. Drs.  Judistira Gama 

15. Indrawan 

14. Utin Supena 

17. Munawar Ahmad I.A. 

IB. Metndro Hartonon 

Dean Faculty of Psychology, 
Padjadjaran University 

Faculty of Economics, Padjadjaran 
University 

Faculty of  Psychology,  Padjadjaran 
University # 

Department of  Industrial Psycholo- 
gy,  Faculty  of Psychology, 
Padjadjaran University 

Industrial Engineering Department 
Institute  of Technology Bandung 

Industrial  Engineering Department 
Institute  of Technology Bandung 

Development Technology Center 
Institute  of  Technology  Bandung 

State Commercial Bank 

State Commercial Bank 

Management  Institute, Economics 
Faculty,   Padjadjaran University 

Faculty of Economics, Padjadjaran 
University 

Faculty of  Economics, Padjadjaran 
University 

Industrial Engineering Department 
Institute of Technology Bandung 

Faculty of Literature, Padjadjaran 
University 

Industrial Engineering Department 
Institute of Technology Bandung 

Faculty of Economics, Padjadjaran 
University 

Industrial Engineering Department 
Institute of Technology  Bandung 

Faculty of Economics, Padjadjaran 
University 
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DTC-ITM PERSONNEL CERTIFIED AS McBER TRAINERS 

1.    Soemarto Dipl. Psych. 

2.    Dri.   Sidharta Puspadi- 

3. Ir. Mohamad Hall» 
N8IE  è  OR 

4. Ir. Gad« ftaka M.E.I.E. 

Dean Faculty of Psychology,  Padja- 
djaran University 

Department of Industrial Psycholo- 
gy,  Faculty of Psychology,  Padja- 
djaran University 

Industrial Engineering Department 
Institute of Technology Bandung 

Industrial Engineering Department 
Institute of Technology Bandung 

DTC-ITM PERSONNEL CERTIFIED AS MOTIVATION  SCORERS 

1.    Rob Dangah Dipl.  Psych, 

2.    Drs.   Sidharta Puspadi- 
brata 

1.    Ir. Mohamad Ha li» 
MSIE   ft OR 

Faculty of Psychology,  Padjadjaran 
University 

Department of Industrial Psycholo- 
gy,   Faculty of Psychology,  Padja- 
djaran University 

Industrial Engineering Department 
Institute of Technology Bandung 
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SECTION I 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A SYSTEM FOR THE 
STIMULATION OF ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY 

An AMT based entrepreneurial development program is best 
conceptualised as a system which includes public and private 
institutions providing a variety of inputs and performing a 
series of functions in three distinct phases i 

• Phase I   Pre-training preparationi recruitment, 
selection and training of AMT trainers, AMT 
course materials development and production, 
and the recruitment and selection of entre- 
preneurs to be trained. 

Entrepreneurial training t    including planning 
and contracting with extension agents and 
resource providers for needed inputs. 

Post-training followup technical assistance 
and supporti  provision of knowledge, material 
and credit supports as the entrepreneur 
attempts to put his learnings and plans into 
effect. 

A schematic diagram of institutional components and functional 
flow for the three phases of this Bystem is illustrated in 
Figure 1.  Recommendations for development of effective systems 
for stimulating entrepreneurial activity in Indonesia (and else- 
where) can be identified by looking at where entrepreneurial 
development programs typically fail. The following discussion 
examines points in each phase where AMT programs have failed, 
and presents recommendations that UNIDO and Indonesia might 
implement to increase system effectiveness. 

• Phase II 

• Phase III 

McKR «Ml COMPANY 
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Phase lì  PRE-TRAINING PREPARATION 

AMT pre-training preparation efforts—the development of 
in~country nationals to provide competent AMT instruction and 
learning materials in the language of and releyant to the needs 
of local entrepreneurs—'can fail at three points; 

1.  Failure to select appropriate trainer candidates. 

If trainer candidates are at too low a level—i.e., have not 
been recruited and selected to standards known to predict 
•uccess as a trainer, they are unlikely to become capable of 
training adequately even with competent trainer training. 
Ironically, however, AMT projects have more often failed 
because the trainer candidates were over-qualified.  These 
persons, once trained, never actually conducted any AMT 
courses because their training resulted in their getting pro- 
moted and/or offered attractive positions in government or 
private industry, hence spending their time in direct adminis- 
trative or entrepreneurial activities rather than transferring 
AMT to others. y 

Solution Recommendations 

UNDP 

a. UNDP should acquaint sponsoring organizations with 
a clear set of AMT trainer candidate recruitment and selection 
criteria which have predicted successful performance as an 
AMT trainer in the past.  McBer and Company has developed a 
checklist of criteria for selection of AMT trainers.  (See 
Appendix A Module III, "AMT TRAINER RECRUITMENT, SELECTION. 
TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION.") 

b. UNDP should recommend use of an empirically validated 
competency based test" for selecting AMT trainers.  McBer and 

Company has developed and is in the process of validating a 
set of tests which will identify persons likely to become 
effective AMT trainers at statistical levels of significance. 

Indonesia 

c. As soon as Indonesian AMT trainers produced in UNDP 
projects INS/75/004 and INS/74/045 have had actual training 
experience and evaluation data on the entrepreneurs they have 
trained becomes available, Indonesian researchers (with expert 
technical assistance as required) should develop an indigenous 
competency model" to determine which AMT trainers (a) in fact 

keep training (as vs. drop out or become inactive for various 
reasons) , (b) are rated as superior trainers by superiors, 
peers and clients, and (c) actually produce measurable changes 

McBER and COMPANY 



in entrepreneurs trained. 

d.     DTC/ITB,  Bank Degang Negara and other Indonesian AMT 
trainer sponsors should consider some sort of incentive 
system which rewards trainers for training and makes training 
a viable career path   (at least for a specific period of time, 
perhaps two or three years).    For example,   trainers might be 
paid so much per course or trainee trained,  or qualify after 
a certain period for  some desirable career advancement oppor- 
tunity—>e . g . ,  a promotion or fellowship for advanced study. 

2.    Failure to select an appropriate trainer sponsor. 

If the institution supporting AMT trainer  training,   or AMT 
training itself,  is  financially or politically weak,   lacks 
adequate leadership   (usually a  specific individual with strong 
commitment to AMT technology and the power to attract funds 
and support for this  program)   or a sufficient staff of profes- 
sional manpower to continue the  initiative once started,   it 
is probable that the AMT effort will "die out" after two or 
three years.      (A sample rating  system for assessing the 
strengths of potential trainer sponsor institutions is presented 
in Figure 2.     UNIDO might attempt a retrospective evaluation of 
the AMT projects it  has funded to test the  hypothesis that 
projects with higher rated trainer sponsors will endure longer, 
train more entrepreneurs, with great economic impact). 

Solution Recommendations 

UNDP 

a. UNDP should counsel countries interested in initiating 
AMT efforts to concentrate their activities  in a single agency 
with strong leadership,  financial resources,  competent staff 
and political power.     This agency should include a full-time 
liaison or project manager for the AMT effort whose career 
interest is in-~and career advancement opportunities enhanced 
by—full time commitment to entrepreneur development. 

b. UNDP should consider funding on    or a few substantial 
efforts for an extended period of time   (three to five years) 
instead of many small "scattergun" projects for brief periods. 
Brief projects may increase the capabilities   (and "promotability") 
of individuals but rarely leave the host country with a strong 
organization capable of providing AMT training over a sustained 
period of time. 

McKR and COMPANY 



Indonesia 

c.     Indonesian authorities  should clearly designate a single 
organization to coordinate and act as a quality control monitor 
for all on«going  Indonesian AMT efforts—«e.g. ,   those of DTOITB, 
the Ministry of  Industries, Bank Degang Negara,   and the 
University of Indonesia Department of Psychology.    Long-term 
financing should be made available to this organization for 
this purpose,  either through direct government grant sources 
or through long-term provision of services subcontracts for 
training and evaluav-ion   (e.g.,   from Government Ministry,  bank 
or other industrial  sources). 

3. Failure to train AMT trainers to specific  "quality 
control"  standards and to use "standard"  treatment* 
AMT course designs and materials;   failure to  select 
competent trainer training consultants^ ~~ 

The world  is  increasingly full of  people claiming to be AMT 
trainer trainers—anyone who has read a book by McClelland or       \ 
attended an AMT course might make this claim.     Some of these 
people are competent;  many are not.     A few "free lance" AMT 
trainers qualified by experience with McClelland in past years     Y 
are using materials and training methods five  to ten years out    ' 
of date.     Some are teaching "AMT"  courses which omit components, 
such as goal setting,  which all research has  shown to be abso-  L,- 
lutely crucial to the  success of AMT.    The critical point here        / 
is that without agreed upon standards for AMT trainers and AMT ; /J 

courses,   UNIDO and client countries will have great difficulty/ 
distinguishing competent  from incompetent delivery,   and may      >14rf 

--waste considerable  funds on projects which fail. / 

A second danger  is  a Gersham's law   ("the bad drives out the 
good")   effect:     incompetent "AMT experts" conduct AMT projects, 
these projects fail,   and the conclusion is  "AMT doesn't work"— 
i.e.,   the technology itself is discredited by  its less capable 
practitioners. 

Finally, of particular importance for countries desiring to 
create permanent capacities,  free lance AMT experts rarely have 
a research base.    As a result,  they quickly become obsolete, 
and are generally incapable of providing national AMT efforts 
with long range followup and technical assistance.    Unless 
national projects have or can develop their own social science 
research capabilities   (something few free lance AMT experts 
have the  interest or knowledge to assist with),   these countries' 
trainers and project managers do not receive feedback on their 
efforts or new inputs and materials based on the latest research 
findings,   and hence do not continue to develop their expertise. 
The results is usually project decline and "dissolution" within 
a relatively short time. 

McBER and COMPANY 



FIGURE 2 

CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF 
ORGANIZATIONS SPONSORING AMT TRAINER TRAINING 

1.  Financing 
Weak 

Strong 

2.  Leadership 

Weak 

TIT 

4- 
1 

Strong 
-ft 

Organization has no committed 
external or internal funding 
for AMT project 
Organization has short term 
(1 year) external funding for 
AMT efforts; no internal 
funding 
Organization has short term 
(<1 year) internal funding 
for AMT project; no internal 
funding 
Organization has moderata 
terra (1-3 years) internal 
funding for AMT project; no 
internal funding 
Organization has long range 
(3+ years) funding for 
AMT project 

Organization has no leader 
clearly responsible for or 
committed to AMT effort 
Organization has part tin» 
or "detailed" leader assign- 
ed to AMT effort for unclear 
duration of time 
Organization has part or 
full time leader clearly 
responsible for AMT effort 
for short term (^1 year) 
Organization has competent 
part or full time leaders 
interested in AMT project 
committed for moderate term 
(1-3 years) 
Organization has full time 
charasmatic leader clearly 
personally committed to AMT 
project long range (3+ years) 
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3.     Organizational Commit- 
ment, Capacity and Sta- 
bility   

Weak 

4.     Staff 

Strong 

Weak 

; 

Organization has none of its 
own resources   (personnel, 
funds,  space,   time)   for AMT 
effort,   has no discernable 
commitment,   is very disorgan- 
ized,  very nevr or unstable. 
Organization has marginal 
commitment   (<_ 10% resources) 
to AMT efforts,   is  some- 
what disorganized,  new unstable. 
Organization has average 
commitment   (10-20% resources) 
to AMT effort and capacity 
to deliver,   stable  for 1 year. 
Organization has strong commit- 
ment  (•>  30% of resources) 
to AMT effort and is well 
organized,   stable for  >^ 3 
years. 
Organization has made 
major commitment   (^>  50% 
of personnel,   funds,   spare 
time available)   to AMT 
effort,   is  very well organ- 
ized,  stable  for 3+ years. 

Strong 

Organization has no staff 
committed to AMT effort 
(plans to hire) 
Organization has a few 
staff of weak or uncertain 
capacity  tentatively 
committed part time  to AMT 
effort 
Organization has designated 
average staff to AMT effort 
for short  terra  (> 1 year) 
Organization has designated 
a critical mass of competent 
staff  (+3)   to AMT project 
for moderate ter»  (1-3 years) 
Organization has coranitted a 
critical mass(>3) highly com- 
petent staff to AMT effort for 
long terra   (3-»- years) 
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5.    Power,   (Prestige, 
Visibility, 
Credibility) 

Weak 

1 

3 

5 

7 

Strong      IO 

Organization is  "out of favor", 
unknown,   clearly lacks political 
clout, no credibility 
Organization is relatively 
powerless,  not well-known, 
clout in getting resources and 
credibility dubious 
Organization has moderate 
power,  visibility,  credibility, 
Borne ability to get resources 
Organization has growing 
power,  is known,  credible, 
and has clout to attract 
resources 
Organization is very powerful 
and visible,  has direct 
linkages  to important govern- 
mental ministries or other 
groups,  as evidenced by  clear 
ability to attract funds, 
personnel,  other resources, 
widely viewed as highly 
credible 

COMPANY 



Solution Recommendation s 

UNDP 

a. UNDP should rigorously evaluate its AMT projects—for 
example, in terms oí" how many AMT trainers are active and AMT 
courses actually being conducted two years after the trainer 
training contractée has left the country, or such quantitative 
project results as jobs created, incremental capital investment, 
and increased sales and profits achieved by trained businessmen. 
This evaluative research would empirically determine which AMT 
trainer training contractors were effective and which were not. 

b. UNDP should develop an objective set of AMT trainer 
training contractor evaluation criteria specifying quality 
control standards for AMT trainer training and for AMT course 
materials.  This would provide countries with some basis for 
making informed decisions in choosing AMT trainer training 
contractors and in developing AMT course materials that contain 
all of the elements known to be important in increasing achieve- 
ment motivation.  (A list of criteria for AMT trainer training, 
materials development and followup technical assistance con- 
tractors is provided in Figure 3). 

c. UNDP should encourage national AMT efforts to include 
i) an independent research component that can function as a 
quality control monitor and evaluation and feedback resource 
for in-country trainers and training programs (e.g., the 
psychology, social science or education faculty of a university 
or technical center); and ii) structure a long-term relation- 
ship with a qualified AMT research group (e.g., Harvard 
University or McBer and Company). 

Indonesia 

d. Indonesian authorities should designate a single organi- 
sation to oversee and coordinate i)   quality control monitoring 
of AMT trainer training,   ii)   development of AMT course learning 
materials to specified standards, and iii)   research and effective- 
ness evaluation of AMT trainers and courses conducted in Indonesia. 

A 
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FIGURE 3 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF AMT 
TRAINER TRAINING CONSULTANTS 

In addition to the usual considerations of personnel grati- 
fications and cost, the following criteria could be used in 
evaluating AMT Trainer Training Consultants. 

1. AMT Learning Materials:  extent to which trainer training 
consultant has demonstrable, empirically tested AMT 
learning course materials which meet standards specified 
in chapter 2 of McClelland and Winter, Motivating 
Economic Achievement. 

Weak 
4- 

l 

Itrong 

TIT 

No materials 

Some materials,  no complete pack- 
age  for an AMT course 

Complete package  for AMT course 
uncoded  (no evaluation data avail* 
able) 

Packaged materials used in one 
successful AMT project 

Packaged materials tested in 
several   (3+)  projects  evaluated 
effective by controlled research 
studies 

2. AMT Trainer Training Course Design»     extent to which trainer 
training consultant has demonstrable competence in training 
AMT trainers such that these trainers have been effective 
TT7e. where A is the trainer training consultant, B 
trainers trained,  and C entrepreneurs trained,   not just A 
training sufficient to produce measurable changes in D, 
but A training such that B produces measurable  changes in 
C after A has withdrawn). 



2. AHT Trainer Training Course Design (cont.) 

Weak 

Strong 

T 

3 

5 

Tü- 

No specified trainer train- 
ing program 
Vaguely  specified  trainer 
training program 
clearly  specified trainer 
training program,   no 
effectiveness data 
clearly  specified trainer 
training program backed 
by data which show  change  in 
trainees 
clearly  specified trainer 
training program which 
certifies trainees  against 
specific quality control 
standards   (a  "competency 
Model")   backed by dat.t 
which show trainers  trained 
produce  measurable   changes 
in their clients. 

3.    Baliarch and Service Backup Capaglty i     extent to which 
trainer training consultant has demonstrable capacity to 
conduct Motivation research continue   to and assist clients 
with evaluation studies,   provide them with learning materials 
updated on the basis of new research  findings,   and deliver 
advanced training and consulting services as    needed. 

Weak T 
3 

Strong 
lB" 

no research or service capacity 
Organisation has very limited 
research or service capacity 
behavioral science 
Organization has basic 
research and service capacity 
but no experience with Moti- 
vation programs 
Organization has demonstrated 
research capacity (publications) 
and short-term {<  5 years) 
relevant experience in servic- 
ing Motivation programs 
Organisation has demonstrated 
research capacity (5+ 
publications) and has 
provided ANT clients with 
followup services for a long 
period (+5 years) 
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4. 
ffTlÜ?*?ct.Wfnayu,)ent.ExP<s^f"ce»    «xtent to which 
trainar training consultant    haa a record of completing 
ÏÏS/Sr2u°5 ^«"'«"y   <*> P'oJ«ct specific^•* 
and/or ao that  thay produce empirical effectivoneas 
aata),  on time and at coat. 

Weak 

Strong Ti- 

no track record or record of AMT project 
failures 
ambiguous record:     unevaluated projects, 
vague successes mixed with failures 
record of one AMT project success, 
no service experience 
record of AMT project successes   (   >3) 
backed by ampirical evaluation data 
clear record of AMT project successes 
(3+)   as demonstrated by empirical 
evaluation studies. 

Mr« «Ml COMPANY 



Phase IIj  ENTREPRENEURIAL TRAINING 

AMT Entrepreneurial training usually fails as a result of 
ineffective trainer training, but the following factors may 
alto sabotage an AMT training effort. 

!• Failure to recruit and/or select appropriate trainees. 

Previous research has shown that participants most likely to 
benefit from AMT training are owners or decision makers of 
•mall businesses who have access to capital, associate with 
other entrepreneurs, and score more highly on certain motiva- 
tional tests (efficacy and activity measures).  Other variables, 
such as age, social class, education (above a minimum eighth 
grade level of literacy), traditional vs. modern value orienta- 
tions, etc. do not appear to make a difference (McClelland and 
Winter, 1969).  It is clear, however, that genuine entrepreneurs 
above the subsistence level are more likely to benefit from 
AMT than students, government or other large institution 
bureaucrats who may be selected for participation for other 
reasons, persons not in decision making positions in their 
business, and businessmen too limited in resources to have any 
freedom of action. 

2. Failure of recruitment efforts. 

In some AMT projects insufficient attention has been paid to 
aggressive marketing of AMT courses, with the result that few 
people turn up looking for training, trainers do not train, and 
sponsoring institutions lose enthusiasm for the effort. Market- 
ing is a critical function in any AMT program, and specific 
techniques have been developed to attract appropriate trainees. 
Training in these techniques is often neglected in the trainer 
training process. 

Solution Recommendations 

UNDP 

a. UNDp specifications for AMT programs should include 
(i) instruction on entrepreneurial development as a system, 
rather than just training in its narrow conception, and (ii) 
specific instruction in how to design, and implement trainee 
recruitment and selection programs.  (A marketing paradigm, 
list of recruitment and marketing techniques, and a sample 
brochure for AMT courses are included in Appendix B, Lecture 
Notes for Modules 1, 2 and 13). 

McBER and COMPANY 



Indonesia 

b.  Indonesian AMT sponsors should recognize the importance 
of the recruitment function, fund recruitment efforts adequately, 
and assign capable people to be responsible for this function. 
Sponsors might experiment with an incentive system which rewards 
trainers or recruiters for numbers of appropriate trainees 
enrolled as a result of their efforts. 

3.  Inadequate AMT course materials and treatment conditions. 

As noted above, AMT course designs and materials provided to 
project clients frequently do not include all of the elements 
identified by research to be required for an effective AMT 
intervention (see McClelland and Winter, pp. 48-92, 313). 
Where trainers have not been adequately prepared and/or expecta- 
tions with sponsoring institutions and participants have not 
been made clear, AMT courses have been conducted under conditions 
that make successful motive change unlikely—e.g., courses 
which do not remove trainees from distraction of daily activi- 
ties, or fail to structure followup trainee reference groups). 

Solution Recommendations 

a.  UNDP should prepare a technical specifications statement 
for the minimum components and criteria for effective AMT 
course materials and course design.  (see Recommendation 
I.3.b. above). 

b#  Indonesia authorities should encourage all Indonesian 
AMT efforts to agree upon a standard AMT course format and 
learning materials (see Recommendation I.2.c. above). This 
effort should be supervised by DTC/ITB, which has empirically 
validated McBer materials and is developing the research 
capability to translate and improve the relevance of these 
materials for Indonesian trainees. 

4. Failure of AMT trainers to train. 

As noted, the greatest cause of ineffectiveness in AMT projects 
is the failure of AMT trainers to conduct AMT courses once 
trained.  Several reasons for this have been observed; 

1. Trainers at high levels use their additional training to get 
promoted to administrative posts, to go into business for them- 
selves, or to go to foreign countries for advanced training. 
This tends to occur when (a) trainees have been improperly 
selected, (b) when the training sponsor fails to provide rewards 
for training (as vs. other activities) and/or career path oppor- 
tunities for trainers, and (c) when the sponsor fails to maintain 
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a "critical mass" of trainers capable of supporting and stimu- 
lating one another. 

2. Trainer sponsor organizations lose political influence, 
leadership (often a single charismatic individual) and/or 
funding, causing training efforts to be curtailed, trainer 
morale to decline, and as the "critical core" is lost, train- 
ing staff to disperse. 

3. Trainers and training organizations do not aggressively 
and effectively market training services to institutional 
sponsors on one hand, and entrepreneurial cllenLs on the 
other. 

Solution Recommendations 

UNDP 

a. UNDP should provide countries sponsoring AMT programs 
criteria for the selection of effective trainer candidates 
(see Appendix B, Lecture Notes for Module 3), guidelines for 
incentives for entrepreneur recruitment and training, and 
consider long range (three to five year) support to strong 
sponsoring institutions to insure the development of a self- 
sustaining critical core of AMT trainers, researchers and 
contributing local clients sufficient to continue the effort 
after external technical assistance and financial support is 
withdrawn (See Recommendation I.l.a., I.2.a. and I.2.b. above). 

Indonesia 

b. Indonesian sponsors of AMT might consider certifying 
AMT trainers only after they had conducted some set number of 
courses (perhaps five to ten), much as doctors and other pro- 
fessionals are licensed only after a period of practice. This 
process might cause trainers interested only in a certificate 
or promotion to self-select themselves out, leaving only those 
seriously interested in conducting AMT courses.  Similarly, 
sponsoring institutions should consider incentives and reward 
systems for trainers based on the number of entrepreneurs or 
AMT courses they actually train. At least one AMT sponsoring 
institution should be guaranteed sufficient funding to sustain 
a continuous AMT effort over three to five years, and develop 
programs that provide student personnel or other trainer candi- 
dates a two or three year period of active training as part 
of their regular study or career paths, e.g., as graduate 
teaching assistants, or in the Kuliah Kerja Nyata (KKN) student 
study-service fieldwork program. 
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PHASE   Uli     POST  TRAINING  PROVI8ION  OF  TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE 
AND INPUT RKSoURCtìS TO ÏRAÎNÉb IMTWÎŒNËURS  

Research findtng3 on  the   requirements   for effective train- 
ing   intervention»   inevitably  streos  the  importance  of post- 
training  foliowup  support  and technical  assistance.     AMT train- 
ing  program» may   fail because  they neglect  learning,   psycholog- 
ical     and systems   foliowup  components. 

1.     Failure  to provide post-training learning inputs. 

Learning research   indicates   that  learning  is  rapidly   lost  if 
it is not reinforced   (repeated and rewarded)   at  regular in- 
tervals   (Lynton   t>  Pareek,   1967;   McClelland  fc Winter,   1969) . 
This   is particularly  true   if  the  learning  is new and  not  active- 
ly  supported by  a   trainee's   "natural"   culture,   as  is  often 
the   case with achievement motivation  in  the traditional  cultures 
of  developing countries.     The best method of maintaininn   learn- 
ing  is  to provide   trainees with  foliowup  "refresher"   training 
programs  in  the   first one  or  two years  after training  and/or 
to provide   trainees with  foliowup contacts with extension 
agents who  can  repeat essential concepts,   transmit new infor- 
mation,   answer questions  and help solve  specific problems 
trainees  encounter  in putting  learning  into  action. 

\ 

2.  Failure to provide post-training psychological supports. 

Most people who learn and attempt to employ a new skill or 
conceptual approach not traditionally supported by their culture 
often feel insecure and fear public failure and ridicule. 
Reassurance and support from superiors, prestigious authorities, 
peers (especially those who have also been trained in the new 
approach) and extension agents are particularly important to 
maintain personal confidence and momentum for change during 
the first few months after training before new learnings 
have become "fixed".  Creation of peer reference groups of 
AMT trained entrepreneurs—"Entrepreneurs Clubs" where 
participants can meet for mutual support, stimulate one 
another's thinking, and practice the continued use of the AMT 
concepts learned in the training—have been shown to be an 
important component of AMT training.  Individual extension 
agent contacts can provide trainees with important personal 
help and reassurance. Refresher training sessions or reference 
group meetings instigated by extension agents to bring trainees 
together to review goals and assist one another can help 
maintain peer peychological support systems. 
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3.     Failure to provide post-training systems  support and 
resource inputs. 

Early economic development efforts,  especially those seeking 
to transform traditional subsistence agricultural systems, 
often  failed as a result of what became known as  the  "single 
inputs  fallacy"—the belief that some single  input   (just 
fertilizers,  or irrigation,   or improved seeds,   or pesticides 
or training or extension agents)  would be sufficient to 
change behavior.     It was  found that no single  input was 
sufficient to cause change—rather,  a complex combination of 
inputs,  each provided in a way that reinforced every other,   is 
required to shift the equilibrium of a system.     The same 
principle holds  for the systemic  inputs needed to stimulate 
entrepreneurial activity.     Entrepreneurs need more  than   "just 
training"  they need the coordinated provision of credit, 
technical assistance with purchasing raw material and capital 
equipment,   organizing production methods and marketing 
strategies,   help  in negotiating government  licensing,   etc. 
Failure to provide these resource  inputs and services usually 
results from one of three subsidiary problems: 

1. Failure to  understand the needs of the entrepreneur 
j.n  tferms of multiple systems  inputs. 
2. Failure of individual   "helpers"   in  the system to 
be  accountable  for or have  any incontive to insure_that 
the  entrepreneur  succeeds. 

This problem can be  illustrated by  the  following 
example.     A farmer attempting a new method of raising s 
shrimp in small ponds discovers his shrimp are dying. 
He  requests assistance  from the Ministry of Agriculture 
extension agent.     The extension agent contacts a central 
office shrimp expert, who visits the  farmer,   looks 
around,  and returns to the  capital after promising 
the  farmer "I'll send you a report."     The report never 
comes. 

The point of the example is that neither the  shrimp 
expert   (nor,  often,  the extension agent)   is accountable 
for or has any incentive to   insure that the entrepreneur 
succeeds.     (The  shrimp expert is probably rewarded for 
writing learned papers on shrimp culture that only 
foreign experts will read.       Paradoxically,   technical 
experts and extension agents are often rewarded by 
attaining academic or administrative posts  in capital 
cities which guarantee they will not have to make back- 
country field trips at all). 
3.     Failure to develop integretory mechanisms which 
Insure that the many independent  (and often competing) 
resource  and service provides  nooperate in providing 
coordinated assistance to client entrepreneurs. 
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Solution Recommendations 

UNDP 

a. UNDP should provide guidance to countries interested 
in implementing AMT programs  on the design of comprehensive 
entrepreneur development systems which include post-training 
technical assistance components. 

Indonesia 

b. Indonesian AMT programs should include clear provision 
for followup technical assistance and support to entrepreneurs 
trained. This is best accomplished by having trainees 
"contract" for followup visits during the final sessions of 
the AMT course itself.  This contracting should be made an 
integral part of every AMT course.  Followup contracts can be 
made among the trainees themselves (a commitment to meet in 
peer reference groups) , or by trainees with their AMT course 
trainer, with the organization sponsoring the AMT training, 
and/or with external persons capable of acting as extension 
agents—e.g. bank credit officers.  Contracting with the AMT 
trainer is perhaps most effective, because trainer and trainee 
usually have established a personal relationship, share a 
language and conceptual framework and jointly participated in 
specific goal setting for the trainee's development of his 
business. 

c. Indonesian AMT courses should adopt the nine-day-over- 
four months format for training found to be most effective in 
recent research in the United States.  This model breaks AMT 
training into four sessions spread over four months: 

1. Session 1:  2 1/2 days 
(one month interval) 

2. Session 2:  2 1/2 days 
(one month interval) 

3. Session 3:  2 days 
(one month interval) 

4. Session 4:  2 days 

The strength of  this model is  that it provides trainees with 
three  opportunities to practice applying course concepts in 
their real life business activities,  then be able  to return 
to the training program to review their progress and receive 
reinforcing assistance,  support and reassurance in overcoming 
obstacles.    This  model may also strengthen trainees'  sense 
of a peer reference group and build expectations  and commit- 
ment to continuing to meet independently after the formal 
AMT course ends. 
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The process of providing coordinated assistance can be 
visualized as a system in which an integrator  ("I")  individual 
«- »«•^an-t »»finn .  nain« various  linkáae mechanisms   ("L") »   gets or organization, using various linkage mechanisms ("L"), 
one or more resource providers ("RPs") to provide resour 
or services  PR")  to a client  ("C"). 

gets 
ces 

In an unassisted  free market system,  an  entrepreneur acts 
as his own integrator, using purchasing as  his linkage mechanism 
to get the resource and service  inputs he needs to conduct his 
business.     In assisted systems,   an extension nryent is usually 
the integrator,  trying to find and procure  sex   ices for his 
client. 

Integrators and resource providers exist at all levels.     At 
the national  level,   a planning board or staff project manager 
may serve as  an integrator in attempting to get several resource 
providing   (RP)  ministries   (Finance, Agriculture,   Industry,  Trade) 
to coordinate on an entrepreneur development project  (C).    At 
the university level, an AMT sponsor   (e.g.,   DTC,   the "I"  for 
ITB and UNPD's efforts)  may act as an integrator to get several 
RP faculties   (psychology,   sociology,  economics,  business adminis- 
tration,   industrial engineering)  to cooperate in offering an 
entrepreneur training program. 

The  success of  such systems usually depends on the political 
power of the  Integrator and the resources   (money,  staff,  charis- 
matic persuasiveness)  at his command.     The  science of designing 
effective entrepreneurial development efforts lies in finding 
appropriately powerful integrators at each  level in the system, 
making them clearly accountable for and providing them with 
incentives to insure the success of the training program  (or  at 
the lowest level,   specific entrepreneurs),   and strengthening 
the linkage mechanisms they can use to make resource providers 
in the  system accountable to clients as well. 
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The organization of Indonesian AMT and other entrepreneurial 
development efforts is complex and not well integrated at this 
time. Three separate sponsor organizations are presently 
attempting to train AMT trainers and/or conducting AMT courses 
with entrepreneurs:  (1) DTC-ITB, (2) Indonesia's Ministry of 
Industry (MOI), and (3) the University of Indonesia's Department 
of Psychology (in conjunction with Indonesia's Ministry of Trade). 

At the national Ministerial level the integrator is Mr. 
Surjo gediono, Assistant to the Vice President for Development 
(UNIDO/UNDP, which funds the DTC-ITB and MOI AMT projects, may 
also be considered an integrator at the national level).  The 
integrator for the DTC-ITB project is DTC Director Dr. Ir. 
Filino Harahap, who also serves as Assistant to the Minister 
for Research and Development.  The integrator for the Ministry 
of Industry (MOI) AMT effort is in a state of flux because the 
Institute for Industrial Research and Training (LPPI), the MOI 
entity that was to coordinate the project, was disbanded.  The 
present MOI integrator appears to be the Office of the Secretary 
General of MOI, specifically Mr. Benito Kodjiat and Mr. Hernoto. 
Integrator for the University of Indonesia Department of 
Psychology AMT effort is Mrs. Saparinah Sadli, Dean of the 
Fakultas Psychologi, and Mrs. Yusof, a member of this faculty. 

Two trainer training consultants are active in Indonesia: 
McBer and Company, represented by James A. Burruss and Lyle M. 
Spencer, Jr., Ph.D., assisting the DTC-ITB entrepreneur develop- 
ment program; and Mr. Manohar Nadkarni, assisting the MOI effort. 

The DTC-ITB AMT Entrepreneur Development Program (AMT/EDP) 
is supported by funds from UNDP and a government development 
bank, Bank Dagang Negara.  This Bank provides a crucial linkage 
to followup credit and resources for trained entrepreneurs. 
Bank Dagang Negara has made completion of DTC-ITB's EDP course 
a pre-condition for loans and guarantees credit to entrepreneurs 
who successfully complete the program.  DTC-ITB has a multi- 
disciplinary staff (including psychologists, economists, industri- 
al and mechanical engineers, and an anthropologist) capable of 
providing technical assistance in close coordination with Bank 
Dagang Negara's credit inputs. DTC-ITB AMT/EDP trainers and 
staff have as an explicit part of their EDP program plans for 
providing followup and technical assistance to trained entrepre- 
neurs at three month intervals during the first year following 
completion of the EDP training course.  These followup contacts 
will also be used by DTC staff to collect data to be used in an 
evaluation study of the effectiveness of the AMT/EDP program. 

Plans for the coordinated provision of technical assistance, 
resource inputs have not been completed for other Indonesian AMT 
projects to this author's knowledge, although the Ministry of 
Industry has an extension program called BIPIK which might be able 
to perform this function. 
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Solution recommendations 

UNDP 

a. UNDP should recognize entrepreneurial development is 
a complex system»  requiring the cooperation of a number of 
indigenous  institutions  oyer a period of time, and 

1. proyide countries with a proposal or project 
planning guidance memorandum on how to design effective  train- 
ing and followup support systems,   and encourage/require  pro- 
posals  to  specify the  design of the  system   (functions  and 
components responsible)   the proposers  intend to use.     Figure 4 
lists additional criteria which could be used to select 
integrator and extension support organizations. 

2. be prepared  to provide funds  for the support of an 
institution best capable of  functioning as the system  integrator 
for a period of time   (three to five years—see Recommendation 
I.2.b.   above). 

Indonesia 

b. General principles  Indonesian authorities could  use in 
strengthening the country's entrepreneur development  system 
are   (1)   identifying a  single  strong integrator at each  level  in 
the  system   (the national ministry  level,   trainer training level, 
sponsor level,  and trainer/extension agent level)   to be  clearly 
accountable and responsible  for systems performance at  that 
level,   and   (2)  provide  these  integrator  organizations  with the 
authority and resources  needed to do the  job. 

At the national Ministry level,   the  integrator  in  the  short 
term should remain the office of the Vice President of   Indonesia 
for Development, Mr.   Surjo Sedlono,  Assistant to the Vice Presi- 
dent until  some ministry   (or possibly a major government develop- 
ment bank with branch offices and representatives nationwide) 
developed a strong commitment to entrepreneur development,   and 
found the leadership,  organization and budget to assume  leader- 
ship responsibility for a national program over the  long term. 
Mr#   Sediono is an Influential and effective proponent of AMT/EDP 
efforts.     The danger to the integration function at this  level 
is that Mr.   Sediono could  leave to accept another assignment with- 
out another person or  institution being available to perform 
this function, 

At the trainer training leyel,   the  strongest present sponsor 
organization  Un the authors'  opinion,  DTOITB)  should be 
designated responsibility for   (and provided with resources to) 
integrate and quality control Indonesia's other AMT trainer 
training course design,  materials preparation, and evaluative 
research activities~-perhaps through the linkage mechanism of 
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FIGURE  4 

CRITERIA FOR THE   SELECTION OF 
EDP  INTEGRATOR AND  EXTENSION  SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS 

In addition  to the organization selection criteria 
used to select AMT training  sponsors   (see figure 2) 

1. Financing 
2. Leadership 
3. Organization Commitment, Capacity and Stability 
4. Staff * 
5. Power   (Prestige, Visibility, Credibility) 

EDP Integrators and Extension Support organizations 
should meet the  following criteria: 

••      Accountability!     The extent  to which the extension 
organization has a directed vested interest in being 
sure client entrepreneurs are successful 

Weak 

Strong 

1    Organization has no vested  interest, 
keeps no records of client success 
or  failure. 

3    Organization has some responsibility 
for  success of overall project, 
but will not collect data 

5    Organization has project responsibility 
for clients'  success and  plans 
evaluation    study 

7    Organization has clear management 
responsibility   (job rewards or 
sanctions)   for client success and 
will  get quantitative  feedback 

9    Organization has direct financial 
and management rewards and sanctions 
for and gets  frequent quantitative 
feedback on client performance. 

IÏT 

7.      Geographical reach i    the extent to which the extension 
organisation has manpower and offices in locations 
convenient to client entrepreneurs throughout the 
entire area to be covered by the ¿DP program. 
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7.    Geographical reach» 

Weak 

Strong 

(cont'd) 

1 Organization has  no extension 
capacity - personnel or offices 
capable of reaching entrepreneurs 
in any area 

3 Organization has   limited extension 
capacity-few or  inexperienced 
personnel in one  area 

5 Organization has  competent extension 
capacity  (experience and personnel) 
in 1       area 

7 Organization has  competent extension 
capacity in several   (3+)  areas 

9 Organization has  experienced exten- 
sions personnel  and offices con- 
venient to entrepreneurs in every 
area  in the country 

Inteqratory Linkages  and Power t    extent to which the 
extension organization ha» contacts with credit, marketing, 
technical expertise,   etc. »resources and  influence with 
government licensing agencies, «nd »uf£íci?nt P°w^(ent which these resources provide,  to be able to get client 
entrepreneurs the assistance they need. 

Weak T 1 Organization has  no contacts with 
resource providers and no power 
to develop linkages 

3 Organization has vague contacts 
with resource providers and little 
power to develop linkage 

5 Organization has voluntary agree- 
ment« with resource providers 
and some influence  in coordinating 
a comprehensive EDP  system 

7 organization has  specific agreements 
with resource providers, including 
credit agencies 

9 organization has direct control 
over provision of most important 
inputs, specifically  including 
credit, and sufficient power to insure 

Strong  |_    the cooperation of resource providers 
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having other interested organizations   (MOT    n»nt r>, 
etc.)   subcontract to DTC-ITB for trainar ÍA»?"      a9a"9 Ne9ara' evaluation ,»„i„.     ,:Í í¿„ trainer training,  research and 
be .Spported 2 Iti'. ÎM/Î? 

C?Ura? matcrials.    DTC-ITB could 

JhipUS??r:nternaUonaï1LpLutrïnt^n?efêa?craÎfiVerelati0n- ^Plon.entation   (..„.,  MOBO? and ^Z/l^^Tr^r^ersi^. 

oÄr^v?-^ ?esd:r^eent       r    "T" 32"" 

local  government ageñcíef ba„Í»naÍÍraI '   fegiona1'  atate and 

tion.,   small business association,» •rfr^XtKnSl0n ald "ganiza- 
national progra^such f. Kra an^BIriK?^^" °' Co~srce- 

Oí A^.M^^I^I^^ïiïïîi'  Vital f« P-vieion 
could  be considered. EUPP°rt functions,   four alternatives 

to ediç^iyi^ututiônsiancîn,frainin2/0!tten8ion fu"cti°" 
organisation. » Omagra ft^o*.!^ ^itaV aid 

•tion.,.     auction institutive Se  ^^f 

'    oSnL^-sLtl-^e^iorse-ïcer •" 

expectation set"  or belief fhat  *-*« 4.    7   • in fact romii«-   <« -.    °exiet  ttiat  the training  can xn lact result  in meaningful  changes; 

DlMdvantaqe» of education institutions include 

^ad^iicainsiaituiK„U.%%3
uaU

i
y^Lf

IrCTSr:„nLn? ln , 
conuu.ecì.Ke„K* «°«•i>t A: irîjïï-sïïs;1 
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(Evaluation  studies show that more than 90%  of 
innovative education efforts cease as  soon  as 
external   funds are cut off.) 

weak leadership and lack  of political clout: 
education  institutions  rarely have strong   leader- 
Ship with influence  in government  (DTOITB  is a 
distinct  exception to this rule), which means 
most projects based in academic sites  lack   the 
power  to  function as effective integrators.     For 
example,   rarely would they have any influence with 
banks or  other capital  sources,  perhaps the most 
critical   input needed  by  entrepreneurs   (again 
DTOITB's  arrangement with Bank Dagang Negara  is 
an exception to this rule). 

lack of   accountabilityj      academically-based  trainers 
have no  vested interest  or incentive  to insure that 
the entrepreneurs they  train are successful. 
Academic   personnel  usually have many other   responsi- 
bilities   besides AMT/EDP   training and  these   responsi- 
bilities  often come  first.    Academic  rewards and 
career  opportunities  are   usually based on   research 
performance,   publications and internal politics, 
not service  to external   clients.    Academic   staffs 
continue   to get paid whether the training  works  for 
the entrepreneur or not. 

frequent  reorganization  and change of priorities: 
training   centers are  frequently reorganized  and 
training   staff moved around as  institutional 
priorities  change.     Academic institutions   readily 
Adopt new programs  like  AMT,  especially  if   there 
is funding   from the outside,  but they  just   as 
readily   shift their priorities,   as they aro  usually 
looking   for  the  'latest  thing.1    Education   institu- 
tions'   objectives are  usually to be at  the   forefront 
of knowledge,   to make  themselves prestigious,   and 
to give   a   sound,  and thorough education.      In  short, 
there  is   little direct relationship between payoff 
to the  educational  institution and success  of the 
training. 

academic  personnel frequently have little  practical 
experience with business  and businessmen,   and may 
(for ideological reasons)   even be prejudiced against 
business    (i.e., academic  grumblings about   "crass 
capitalists.") 

Most academic institutions have limited geographical 
"*w»ch-—they serve a limited area or in the case of 
national   universities,   students who can travel to then, 
but rarely do they have  the resources to travel to 
clients,   essential in adult education programs. 
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2.     The second alternative  is to assign the   training/extension 
function to a government mlnitrv.  e.g., the Ministry of Industry 
(MOI)   or Ministry of Trade. 

The advantages of government institutions  include: 

• extension resources»     government ministries often 
have staff experts  in a variety of  fields  theoretically 
capable of providing technical assistance to entre- 
preneurs. 

• geographical  representation or  "reach":     government 
offices are everywhere,  permitting  training and 
extension services  to be provided in  many  locations 
convenient to entrepreneurs throughout a country. 

• political clout and  financial resources   (sometimes) : 
government agencies,  with strong  leadership,  staff 
and budget resources,  have the power   required to 
act as an integrator  in helping entrepreneurs get 
all of the resource  inputs they need. 

• stable  staff:     civil  servants can be   assigned as 
trainers for  specified periods of time,  perhaps 
alleviating trainer attrition problems. 

The d i »advantage s of government agencies are  similar  to those 
of educational institutions : 

• lack of accountability:     bureaucrats,   like acade- 
micians,   continue  to get paid whether  or not their 
external clients succeed—they have  no direct 
vested interest in the success of their clients. 

• frequent reorganization and change  in priorities: 
constant changes in  leadership and  attendant 
internal struggles   for power and for  budget alloca- 
tions in government agencies often result  in per- 
sonnel being  shifted and in programs   being dropped 
before they have had a chance to have  an affect 
(e.g., MOI*s LPPI  group). 

• red tape:    government agencies can be powerful, 
efficient well  led  and possessed of   the staff and 
financial resources to manage programs effectively 
and integrate their efforts with external  resource 
providers, but their leadership can  also be weak 
and programatic initiatives strangled by bureau- 
cratic procedures.    Often government  programs take 
a very long time to set up and get operating 
efficiently. 
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The decision to locate   training and extension facilities in 
a government agency clearly must depend on analysis of the 
strengths   and weaknesses of   specific agencies  considered: 
îeîï ^f1*8*? of the strengths  and weaknesses,   leadership, 

staff,   financial resources,   commitment to AMT  traininq    and 
power to  provide directly  or manage other organizations to pro- 
vide resource inputs needed   by entrepreneurs. 

*„ Kfn;?onesia's Ministry °f   Industry is the  logical organization 
to be designated responsibility for recruiting entrepreneurs, 
SSSSi^iS? •»V<*ivitie.f   «* Providing  exteS•       ' services   through its BIPIK  program  (Proyek  Binbingan dan 
of^SSTSS« ^¡î^/fpil*. "Project Assistance  for Development 
lLàwìniÌ fnf rJ ] ¥• ìhe  Mini^y develops   an effective plan, leadership and organised extension capacity  for BIPIK effort 
.££¡^"2 5?St îndonesian   observers feel has   not  yet been 
accomplished).     To be effective,  MOI must clearly  assiqn  som- 
ïîîSîrSo^^ïS,111 •P?;ití«>o' Power  to  s^aTtne" integrator    for this activity to insure that  the various 
«^?\?XrrtS d? ìn fact   serve BIPIK clients? Ind that external   linkages with bank   credit sources and other resource 
providers   are established  to  provide trained   en?repïeneu?s with resources MOI cannot provide  directly. '"«preneurs witn 

tralninA^l^Y"^1^   ±S  to dele^te  the  entrepreneur training  ana extension function to bank credit-  offW«      This 
is a new concept but one backed bv comoelllnrì   i SS?Ü      h      Ï 
of having  banks and bank credi? SficS^e H^triSS^ 
trainers   and extension contacts  include: entrepreneur 

•     strong vested  interests in seeing   entrepreneur clients 
succeed:    unlike   extension agent?  who are Sot  account 
are diL"ïîrepreneUr?J311'  bank  Credit   supervisors 
2«nJífKULreSp0nsible for 8eein9  that  loans managed by them  are repaid.    Banks  and  bank employees 
therefore have a   direct financial   incentive to help 
la EE2?0U""     F?rther< banks are  designed explicitly 
to promote economic growth.    Commercial  banks •   prof itï 
depend on expansion of commercial   loans made,   and 
ÎÎL??re en^rePreneurial banks actively market their 
credit services  to entrepreneurs they think will 
become substantial customers in the  future.     Indonesian 
government and development banks   (Bank Dagang Negara 
F.f.  Banana,  P.T.   A.krindo) have as  their prima•       ' 
»isslon the stimulation of entrepreneurial activity 
and support of  «all business.    All  banks in Indonesia 
are under strong  political pressure  to help small 
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INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE   SUMMARY 

On  4 July,  1975 McBer and Company was  awarded UNDP Contract 
IN8/75/A/11/37   (UNIDO Ref.:     IS/INS/75/004/31501)   to provide 
expert  consultancy services  to the Development Technology 
Center   (DTC)   of the Institute of Technology Bandung   (ITB)   pro- 
gram on Adaptive Research and Development of Entrepreneur  De- 
velopment. 

Background information concerning this request is provided 
in the Contract Terms of Reference   (please see Appendix A, 
attached).     The Contract's objectives and tasks, as  specified 
in the terras of reference statement,  and  the activities  and 
products completed by  the Contractor1,  may be  summarized  as 
follows > 

V 

OBJECTIVES 

Objective 1 To develop appropriate methods for talent scouting 
and identification of potential entrepreneurs tak- 
ing into  consideration motivational,  managerial, 
technological as well as social and economic pa- 
réate ters . 

Contractor performance:     McBer and Company 

• presented techniques,   research findings  on 
participant selection  criteria and model mate- 
rials   (brochures,   advertisements,   recruitment 
speeches,  etc.)   for a complete recruitment 
and selection system for Achievement Motiva- 
tion Training  (AMT)  Entrepreneurial Devalop- 
ment Programs  (EDP). 

• supervised the development of comparable  tech- 
niques and materials relevant to the Indonesian 
situation by DTC-ITB personnel. 

• trained 15 DTC-ITB personnel in motive  scoring 
techniques to facilitate selection and  training 
of AMT course applicants. 

Objective  2.    To adapt achievement motivation training   (AMT) 
~      technology of entrepreneurial developaient to the 

conditions of Indonesia in an action research 
program. 

Work was performed on site at DTC-ITB in Bandung,  Indonesia, 
by Contractor representatives James A.  Burmas,  Director 
of Motivation Training,  and Lyle M.   Spencer, Jr., Ph.D., 
Director of Organisation Development, McBer and Company. 
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Eçibunj,   (native Indonesian,  as opposed to non-indige- 
nous)    enterprises—a national concern analagous to 
support for black ainerican ventures during the height 
OX the United States "war on poyerty" in the  1960s   . 
In theory banks should be  interested in AMT entrepre- 
neur development programs both to increase their 
chances of havin5   loans repaid and to meet their social 
and political obligations.     A specific example of 
this  interest Provided by Bank Dagang Negara's  decision 
to invest $60,000  of its  own  funds  in DTC-ITB's 
AMT/EDp effort to train  small entrepreneurs  in  the 
Bandung area. 

* loan officers have regular contact with entrepreneurs 
they have loaned money to—credit supervision  involves 
close monitoring of creditors'   business activities 
and results. 

* ¡SÍÍní!?8?•!   (unli5\most academicians  and government 
officials)  understand business,   financial  analysis, 
accounting,   etc.,   and clearly support business 
objectives. 

* Î5!.?ï???ïce 2f .bank Pers°nnel as trainers and  the 
possibility of improved  access to credit clearly 
motivates entrepreneurs  to attend AMT courses   (DTC 
had over  five applicants   for  every seat  in  its  AMT/EDP 
course  supported by Bank Dagang Negara) . 

inouïs   ?oaethef 3ithP^«0gramS «""^ted bY banks put motivation inputs   together with resource opportunities.     The businessman 
making  the plan works directly with the credit supervisor whS will 

reïs-ïdeaÎ TrZ^ít'^tf   ^ Credit  incentive) "on^if prog-" 
MÎ/EDP IfLtï 1 \;°txvation P°int of view.    A bank  sponsored 
Sner woSd trafí\Tl^ ** follows'     * bank credi? supervisor 
L       ï0 i, the mT cour8e v/ith the entrepreneurs  whose 

ìhared  soTof cSSSi tSìahlÌSh?g a personal relationship ani snared  set of concepts and ob3ectives through the shared  evoorU 
?Snítvftí

hnhtraining.Pr0gram-     L0an «dicers woSld have  an oppor- tunity  to observe entrepreneur course participants and  th«ir ïïïn. 
for at  least  80 hours over the  ten day A^T/EDP course       ìt Lrl 
AMT/EDP course will have approximately 20 entrepreneur partici- 
pants,   loan officer/trainers will be Lie ?fïncïease thlir cUent 
contact hours because they will be able to work wi?b  clients in" 

by the government to promote  "pribuni" businesses. e"°rts 
^ 

t 
*4^L 
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groups of  20.     Extensive contact with entrepreneurs during goal 
setting assignments   (a major part of all AMT courses)   will put 
loan officer trainers in a better position to evaluate the 
quality,   and realism of client  entrepreneurs and the credit risks 
inherent in their plans. 

Possible disadvantages of assigning the training and exten- 
sion function to bank credit personnel include: 

• entrepreneurs may be reluctant to be open and  honest 
about their  strengths and weaknesses   (essential  for AMT 
courses  to be effective)   in courses run by  persons who 
will evaluate them and the credit worthiness  of their 
businesses.      (As a general rule,   "helping"   and   "evaluation" 
functions  should be  separated  and performed by different 
people,   because clients'   anxiety about evaluation and 
natural  tendency to present  their  "best case"   to  judges may 
interfere with the  trust  and  openness necessary for problem 
solving  in the helping  function). 

• banks may not find operation  of AMT/EDP programs a pro- 
fitable  use of their employees'   time   (a problem that could 
be rectified by having government agencies  contract with 
and pay banks to provide  training). 

• bank personnel are  likely  to  have other responsibilities 
which may  interfere with  the  time they can  give to training. 

• bank career paths may not reward time given  to  training 
(certain bank employees   in AMT trainer training courses 
have expressed concern  that  they may "fall  behind"  their 
peers  if  they get  involved  in  an innovative  effort like 
AMT training,  while their peers pursue the  regular  job 
progression  sequence of  a normal bank career.) 

• banks may not have  the  linkage mechanisms with technical 
experts and resource providers needed to provide entre- 
preneurs with the other  technical assistance  and resource 
inputs  they need. 

4.     A fourth alternative for AMT/EDP training and extension 
services provision to entrepreneurs  is large public and private 
industrial and commercial corporations.    The advantages of corpora- 
tions include " 

they have the funds and business expertise to assist small 
entrepreneurs directly—e.g., most simply  through purchas- 
ing their products,  subcontracting to them for product 
components of such services as  advertising,   setting them 
up as wholesale or retail distributors,  licensing or 
franchising them to produce proven products,   etc. 
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t      »ajor Indonesian business       organizations,   especially 
those which are state-owned   (e.g.,  Pertaminfc) ,  are under 
considerable political pressure to assist  small prlbuni 
entrepreneurs.    AMT/EDP might provide an effective 
package that would  enable  these  large corporations to 
Meet their  social responsibilities in a way that makes 
business  sense   (if  small entrepreneurs assisted could 
become effective suppliers,  or marketers  for their big 
business  sponsors) . 

• private organizations  C9n often set up programs very 
quickly once key officers  have made a decision to proceed. 

DTC-ITB  is currently investigating   the  possibility of marketing 
an AMT/EDP package  to large  corporations  for  this  purpose.     For 
example,   a large  building contractor has  been approached with a 
DTC proposal to train some  of  the  contractor's own personnel 
together with small entrepreneurs  who might become  subcontractors 
on major  construction projects managed by the  large contractor. 
Once trained,   the  contractor's personnel would assist  the entrepre- 
neurs  in developing their  subcontracting businesses—not  least  by 
the direct method  of giving   them work.     Potential  disadvantages 
of using  large corporations  as  trainer/extension agents  include: 

• corporations may not   find  operation of AMT/EDP efforts 
profitable   (a problem that  could be  solved by having 
government  subcontract with and  pay them to perform this 
function). 

• corporations rarely  have any long range  interest  in  "social 
do-gooding"  projects  and drop them quietly  at  the  first 
opportunity after the  political  pressure  subsides.     A 
decade of   experience   in United States  "war on poverty" 
efforts undertaken by  large organizations  reveals a  few 
successes  but many more failures  and  little  sustained 
commitment  after the   "fad"   for  such efforts had passed. 

Given the accuracy of the pro and con assumptions used in the 
above analysis,  banks would  appear  to be the first choice for the 
training and extension function,  government agencies the  second 
choice,   and educational institutions *a   public and private cor- 
porations  the third choice.     The realities of  the   Indonesian 
situation,  however,  dictate  a different choice,  at least in the 
short run.     it is generally agreed by Indonesian officials   (and 
the authors of this report concur)   that DTC-ITB,   an education 
institution,  is the strongest  existing base for AMT/EDP trainino 
and extension work,  because  DTC has  strong leadership,   a highly 
competent interdisciplinary  staff and an excellent working rela- 
•n!£í? With a 9°ve*nment development bank,  Bank Dagang Neqara. 
DTC-ITB1 s major potential limitations are: * 

• its dependence on one  charismatic leader   (there is 
always the danger that such persons will be recruited 
for higher positions) 
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•      the absolute size of its staff  (approximately 16 part- 
tiroe persons, which can hardly provide nationwide ser- 
vice the way a government agency or national bank might) 
and 

«      the precariousness of its financial  support. 

In the short run, DTC-ITB is prepared to provide all of the 
functions of a comprehensive entrepreneur development system,  at 
least in the Bandung area.     In the long run,  DTC-ITB might better 
be used as a trainer training,  AMT/EDP course design and 
materials preparation,  evaluation and "quality control"   center, 
using its special expertise in training trainers and advising 
and assisting  "mass distribution" AMT/EDP efforts through sub- 
contracts to larger entities with national  reach—e.g., 
national development banks or the Ministries of Industry and/or 
Trade. 

The Ministry of  Industry's BIPIK effort  is in theory a com- 
prehensive entrepreneur development system.     In practice, most 
Indonesian officials  assert that past and continuing internal 
organizations,   leadership,  planning and resource allocation 
problems have limited BIPIK's effectiveness  and may limit the 
potential of the Ministry of  Industry to manage an effective 
AMT/EDP effort in the immediate  future.     Over the  long run, 
however,   this agency remains a prime candidate for "mass distribu- 
tion"  of AMT/EDP training and extension services and its capacity 
should be reevaluated at frequent intervals. 

Bank sponsorship and performance of AMT/EDP training and 
extension support  is a new idea which should be tried.     A 
preliminary test of this approach may be provided by joint 
AMT/EDP effort of DTC-ITB and Bank Dagang Negara in progress. 

Public and private corporation AMT/EDP projects should also 
be tried,  and the best arrangement for these experiments is 
probably the direct marketing of training  services now being 
attempted by DTC-ITB. 
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SECTION  II.      OBJECTIVES,   CURRICULA AND  RESULTS 

OF MCBER/DTC-ITB AMT  TRAINER AND  RESEARCHER TRAINING PROGRAM 

Objectives 

Upon arrival  in  Indonesia on 10 July,   1975 McBer and 
Company consultants  James Burruss  and Lyle M    Spencer    Sr 
were  informed by UNIDO Senior  Industrial Adviser^nnár 
ITCÌTI^^ 

DT
S"

ITB
 Sirect^^ilino Haraha       i" 

wïÎh  In       Î already  conducted a  pilot AMT  training program 
with 40  entrepreneurs,  and  (b)   at  least two other AMT trainer 
and  entrepreneur training efforts were underlay at tne 
Indonesian Ministry  of  Industries  and University of  Indonesia 
Department of Psychology.    UNDP  and   Indonesian officials 
were concerned that   the McBer DTC-ITB project not duplicate 
other ongoing work,   but also that McBer establish at DT^SB 

ftîHSX  contro1'   standards for   (a)   certified AMT trainers 
(b)   AMT  course design  and learning materials,   and   (cía 
«?!uaíuh desi9n for  evaluating  the  effects of AMT programs 
With these concerns  as guidelines,   the McBer  consultants     " 
conducted a needs assessment/session with the DTC-ITB staff 
to be  trained.     This  session led  to the statement of nine 
objectives for the duration of  the  training effort? 

Objective  1.     Provide DTC-ITB staff with criteria and curricula 
for selecting and training AMT trainers. curricula 

Objective  2.     Instruct DTC-ITB  staff  in how to  identify 
training needs  — conduct needs assessment,   problem identifi- 
cation and group learning contracting sessions. 

Objective  3.     Provide DTC-ITB staff with criteria for select- 

SfcI^L       h the 9reateSt ProbabilitV of profiting 

Objective 4.     Instruct DTC-ITB staff  in the essential compon- 
onts of  a complete AMT course. compon 

Objective  5.    Provide DTC-ITB staff with instruction and direct 
experience in the educational methodologies used in AMT- 
lectures,   small group work,  simulations, role playing,  etc. 

Objective 6. Provide DTC-ITB staff with guidelines and 

experience in translating, adapting, and developing AMT 
materials relevant to Indonesian language and culture. 

Objective  7.    Provide DTC-ITB staff with research designs 
measures,  data collection and data analysis methods for     ' 
evaluating the impact of AMT programs,  and assist them 
in developing an evaluation design for Indonesian AMT 

< 
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Objective 8.     Instruct DTC-ITB staff in conflict resolution 
and negotiation consulting techniques   (means of "promoting 
cooperation  instead of compétition" among clients) . 

Objective 9.     Train at  least three DTC-ITB staff to the 
level of competence McBer  requires  for  certification of 
American AMT  professionals,   so that these consultants could 
then serve as  a standard and model for  other  Indonesian 
AMT trainers. 

This objective was met: McBer and Company was able 
to certify four members of DTC-ITB's staff: Ir. Mohamed 
Ha lim,  Ir. Gebe Raka,   Dr s.   Sidharta and Dr s.   Seemarto,   Dipl.  Psych. 

To accomplish these objectives  in  the  six week  training 
period allowed,   the McBer  consultants designed an  intensive 
240 hour AMT  trainer training course consisting of  16 modules. 
(It should be  noted that  the standard McBer AMT trainer 
training program offered  in the United   States for native 
English-speaking training professionals requires approxi- 
mately 300 hours over  six months.    The  DTC-ITB training program 
was shortened by requiring participants  to lead-train only 
one AMT course  supervised by McBer professionals,   instead 
of the two  supervised courses usually required for certifi- 
cation) . 

Based on  learning  study findings  that adult trainees 
retain: 

16% of what they read 
20% of what they hear 
30% of what they see 
50% of what they read,  hear and  see 
70% of what they read,  hear,  see,   and feel   (personally 

experience) ;   and 
90% of what they read,  hear,   see,   feel and do   (actively 

practice), 
each learning module was designed to  include all  six elements. 
In general,   trainees were asked to read  theoretical materials 
and "how to do  it" manuals on a given  topic,  then given an 
illustrated  lecture on the topic   (the hearing and  seeing 
elements) ,   then asked to participate  in a simulation or 
demonstration of the topic   (hearing,   seeing and feeling  — 
personal experience) ,  and then asked to  lead an exercise 
or give a lecture on the topic themselves   (the doing or 
active practice element) . 

The six week schedule and a brief description of each 
learning module in the McBer/DTC-ITB AMT trainer training 
program is  presented below.   (Detailed  reading assignments 
lecture outlines and individual and group experiential and 
practicum exercises are presented in Appendix B.) 

/) 
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WEEK  1. 

July 14 UNIDO Briefings in Jakarta 
15 UNIDO Briefings in Jakarta 
16 Travel to Bandung 
17 Needs Assessment meeting with DTC-ITB Staff 
18 Needs Assessment meeting with DTC-ITB Staff 

and UNIDO representatives 
19 Trainer Training Program Design 

WEEK 2. 

July 21     Module   1;     FOR ENTREPRENEUR  DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAMS 

Introductory presentation on   (a)   diffusion of 
innovations theory   (how a new idea such as 
achievement motivation or entrepreneurial 
activity can be introduced and disseminated 
throughout a society,   (b)   a model of a complete 
"system"  of components and  functions required 
to create and support entrepreneurs,   (c) 
a model  for marketing AMT courses   (awareness, 
interest,  trial,  adoption and followup stages 
and specific techniques used in each stage), 
and   (d)   criteria for selecting AMT entre- 
preneur course participants. 

Module  2. INTRODUCTION TO  AMT COURSES:     MCBER'S 
BUSINESS  LEADERSHIP   TRAINING   PROGRAM 
(BLTP) 

Presentation designed to introduce DTC-ITB 
trainees to the history,  objectives,  research 
and effectiveness data and basic components of 
McBer's AMT/BLTP course,  and to prepare them 
to  introduce and market AMT concepts and train- 
ing programs to others;  especially potential 
participants,  and government and community 
leaders. 

Module 3. AMT/BLTP  TRAINER RECRUITMENT, 
SELECTION,   TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION 

Presentation designed to acquaint DTC-ITB 
AMT/BLTP trainer candidates with research 
findings on the requirements  for competence 
as an AMT/BLTP trainer   (the trainer training 
"competency model" used by McBer and Company) 
and guidelines  for the recruitment and select- 
ion of AMT trainer candidates. 
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July 22    Module 4. A  PROBLEM SOLVING  METHOD:      DEVELOP- 
ING A RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PLAN 
FOR AMT COURSE  PARTICIPANTS 

Presentation designed to  teach trainees  a 
generic needs  assessment and problem solving 
technique and give them active practice  in 
applying it  to the topics of Modules   1  and 
2:    development of a recruitment and   selection 
"marketing"   plan for DTC-ITB's AMT program. 
OUTPUT:    DTC-ITB  staff prepared the marketing 
plan and brochure used to recruit the  partici- 
pants trained  in the supervised AMT courses 
conducted   in Weeks 4  and  5  of  the trainer 
training program. 

July 23    Module 5. RESEARCH DESIGN,   MEASURES   AND 
METHODOLOGY  FOR  EVALUATING   AMT- 
BASED  ENTREPRENEUR DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS 

Presentation designed to teach DTC-ITB  staff 
basic research design,  measures and method- 
ology used  in evaluating the effectiveness of 
AMT programs,  and provide  them with model 
data collection instruments,  analysis  procedure» 
and general   "lessons of experience"  developed 
by Harvard University and McBer and Company 
over the past 15 years of AMT evaluation 
research. ,   ,+.4«« 
OUTPUT:     DTC-ITB staff  prepared an  evaluation 
plan for assessing the effectiveness  of 
Indonesian AMT programs.     This plan  specifies 
(a)  hypotheses,   (b)  variable measures,   (c) 
research design,   (d)  data to be collected, 
(e)  data collection method,   (f) data  collection 
schedule,    (g)   data analysis method,   and   in) 
statistical  tests to be used in testing each 
hypothesis. 

July  24-26     Module  6.      AMT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

All DTC-ITB trainees attended a model McBer 
BLTP/AMT  course as participants to  Provide 
them with  "feeling" or personal experience 
component of the adult learning process,  in 
deptn understanding of the  lining materials, 
and an opportunity to observe and    model 
îne behavior of expert trainers.    The three 
day demonstration course is an inteMjy« 
veïsion of the regular nine day AMT/BLTP 
program. 
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WEEK 3. 

July 2S     Module 7.     MOTIVATION THEORY 

July 29- 
August 2 

presentation designed to provide DTC-ITB 
staff with an understanding of basic AMT 
motivation theory and prepare them to present 
this theory to others. 

Module 8. TEACHING MOTIVATION: 
LEARNING TECHNIQUES 

EXPERIENTIAL 

DTC-ITB trainees were given a presentation on 
«Sit learning theory,   training course design, 
and  specific  educational   techniques used  in 
SLSES «Soïivtion.     trainees then were asked 
to design and present an experiential   learning 
¿dule integrating abstract concepts,  personal 
experience and active practice on some  topic 
of their choice, with each trainee receiving 
xeedback on how he might  improve his d.sign or 
presentation. 

H  ^.,i«  o        AMT  EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AND  TRAIN- 
**ule-i'     •l SlQUES,     PRACTICUM  EXPERIENCE 

DTC-ITB staff were given six days of  intensive 
practice  in preparing  and then role-playing 
instruction of each of  the  21 elements o 
the complete McBer AMT course described  in 
the McBer BLTP Instructors'  Manual   (see 
14.4- nf  comoonents  in  Instructors'  Manual 
Su°of°SS2SSÏ. attached  to Module  9  descip- 
tion in Appendix B.)     Each trainee had  the 
oooLtunityto conduct at  least two of the 
BLT? course  components  and receive feedback 
on his presentation and group leadership 
style. 

Module  10.   SCORING MOTIVES 

ÎSaainative productions   (achievement,  affil- 
iation and power), using programmed  learning 
taring Manuals provided by McBer and Company. 
ÎSese Lnuals require  about 30 5°£»£ «»*lete 

and are  sufficient to train most trainers 
ÎTtSe standards of  interrater scoring reli- 
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ability Cr«.8 for motive imagry, r-.5 for 
motive subcategories) needed for competence 
as an AMT trainer. Trainees completed sets 
of scoring practice stories each night, then 
received feedback and reviewed difficulties 
with the McBer consultants the following 
day. 

WEEK 4. 

August 4-6 Module IIA.AMT SUPERVISED COURSE I. 

The two DTC-ITB staff member (Ir. Mohamed 
Halim and Drs. Soemarto) rated by the 
McBer consultants and their peers as best 
prepared to conduct an AMT course co-trained 
the three day AMT demonstration seminar 
described in Module 6, with the McBer con- 
sultants observing and assisting when appro- 
priate.  This demonstration was conducted 
half in English (McBer BLTP workbooks in English 
were used) and half in Indonesian with 
participants recruited by DTC-ITB using the 
recruitment and selection on marketing plan, 
letter and brochure developed in Module 4. 
Participant motive tests were written in 
Indonesian and scored in Indonesia by teams 
of DTC-ITB staff (a practical test of 
»coring competence in the actual language 
and context.  Indonesian trainers will need 
this skill and a means of assessing inter- 
rater competence and developing motivation 
»core norms for Indonesian populations. 
After completion of the demonstration 
course, the Indonesian co-trainers received 
feedback from the seminar participants, their 
fellow DTC-ITB trainees, and the McBer 
consultants on strengths and weaknesses in 
their presentation and ways in which they 
might improve it. 

August 7  Module 12. LEARNING MATERIALS PREPARATION 

DTC-ITB staff were prepared with reading and 
lecture examples of case and workbook materials 
used in teaching AMT, instructed in inter- 
viewing techniques, and assigned the task of 
finding and interviewing and Indonesian 
entrepreneur and on the basis of interview 
data developing culturally relevant an 
"Indonesian case" to be used in the Indonesian 

I 
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Contractor performance:    McBer and Company 

• provided DTC-ITB AMT trainers   and researchers 
with comprehensive models of   learning materials 
and instructors manuals   for quality controlled 
"standard treatment" AMT courses; (the Bus- 
iness  Leadership Training Program/BLTP     work- 
books  and  Instructors manuals    developed and 
empirically validated as effective by McBer 
and Company.) 

• presented the objectives  and methods of de- 
signing experiential learning modules and 
course materials,   and supervised DTC-ITB 
personnel  in the development  of cases on  local 
Indonesian  entrepreneurs  to be used in  future 
Indonesian AMT courses   (including develop- 
ment of an   interview protocol  and instruction 
in interviewing techniques) 

• provided instruction in  formative evaluation 
techniques   for the assessment and improve- 
ment of indigenous training programs. 

To develop simple managerial training programs 
taking into consideration  communications problems. 

Contractor performance:     McBer  and Company 

• provided extensive classroom training   (approx- 
imately 130 hours over  23 days),   concentrating 
on participant role playing  and practice pre- 
sentations  of the communications  skills  re- 
quired to conduct management and motivation 
training courses,  including  60 hours of prac- 
tice  training during which trainees conduct- 
ed two demonstration AMT courses  and one 
Managing Motivation course under expert  super- 
vision. 

• provided specific instructions in  conflict 
resolution  skills in building cooperative 
"win-win"   (as vs.  competitive "win-lose") 
relationships in ongoing work groups. 

Objective   4.     To develop monitoring methods  in order to observe 
growth and the development functions of the bus- 
inesses of the trained entrepreneurs  in the years 
to come. 

Objective  3, 

ffimttflfitor McBer  and Company 

í 

provided instruction in hypothesis formulation, 
variable definition,  experimental  and quasi- 
experimental research designs, data collection 
methods,   scheduling,  data analysis techniques. 

-  2 - 
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version of the AMT program.  (DTC-ITB staff 
had previously translated most of the McBer 
AMT course learning materials into Indonesian 
and pilot-tested these materials with an 
experimental group of 40 entrepreneurs.) 
Two of the "Indonesian cases" prepared in 
this manner vere presented to the trainee 
group, analyzed in a model group case 
discussion, critiqued and edited for use in 
the Indonesian translation of the McBer 
AMT/BLTP program. 

August 8- 
August 12 Module 13. FIELDWORK:  PRACTICE INTERVIEWING 

AND CASE DEVELOPMENT 

DTC-ITB staff spent four working days in 
two-man teams identifying successful Indonesian 
entrepreneurs, interviewing them using the 
model interview protocol presented in Module 
12, transcribing and editing interview data 
to prepare a written cane for Indonesian 
AMT courses. 

WEEK 5. 

August 13- 
August 15 Module HB. AMT SUPERVISED COURSE II. 

Three additional DTC-ITB staff (Ir. Gebe Raka, 
Drs. Sidharta and Drs. Bob Dengah), rated 
by their peers and the McBer consultants 
as prepared to conduct an AMT course co- 
trained the three day AMT demonstration seminar 
described in Module 6, with the McBer 
consultants observing and assisting when 
appropriate.  This demonstration was conducted 
almost wholly in Indonesian. Participants 
were again recruited using the marketing 
techniques and materials developed by 
DTC-ITB trainees in Module 4. and refined 
after the recruitment experience provided 
by the Module IIa. AMT demonstration seminar. 
Motive test materials were again written 
and scored in Indonesian by DTC-ITB trainees, 
a further practical test of trainer candidates* 
ability and interrater reliability in apply- 
ing AMT technology. After completion of the 
demonstration course, the Indonesian co- 
trainers received feedback from the seminar 
participants, their fellow DTC-ITB trainees, 
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and the McBer consultants on strengths and 
weaknesses  In their presentation and ways 
they might improve it. 

August 1Í    Module 14 . MANAGING  MOTIVATION,   CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION,   AND  LARGE   SYSTEM 
CONSULTING 

DTC-ITB staff were  introduced to a  number of 
motivation-based management and organization 
development techniques developed by McBer 
and Company for use in consulting work 
with large organizations   (as opposed  to the 
small business entrepreneurs addressed by 
the AMT BLTP  course) .     This module was 
presented  in response  to general  DTC-ITB 
staff interests in broader  issues of 
organization development consulting,  and to 
a  specific  request from Bank Degang  Negara 
requesting  that DTC-ITB consultants  conduct 
a management and organisation development 
seminar demonstration that could be  relevant 
to bank managers in a  large organization. 
The McBer   consultants  provided DTC-ITB staff 
with an intensive introduction to McBer's 
Managing organization development Motivation 
course   (including the use of two additional 
diagnostic  instruments,   the McBer  Managerial 
Style and Organizational Climate Survey 
Questionnaires)   using  DTC-ITB as  a  case 
example for analysis of an organization's 
climate,  problem solving and planning for 
climate improvement.     This module  led to 
the development of the  four hour Managing 
Motivation demonstration presented  to Bank 
Dagang Negara in Module  li. 

N 

WEEK  t. 

August   If     Module  15.      SUMMARY,   SCORING TEST  AND CERTIFICATION 

The McBer consultants  presented a  summary of 
the AMT trainer training program conducted 
over the preceding five weeks,  administered 
a motivation  scoring test required  for cert- 
ification as an AMT trainer, and was able 
to meet DTC-ITB's objective of certifying 
four members of DTC-ITB's staff,   Ir. Mohamed 
IUIim,  Ir.Gebe Raka,  Drs.  Sidharta,  and 
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Dra. Soemarto, as certified HcBer AMT/BLTP 
trainers, and a fifth staff member, Drs. Bob 
Dong*h, as a certified HcBer motivation scorer. 

August 20  Module 16.  MANAGING MOTIVATION DEMONSTRATION 

DTC-ITD staff members,Ir. Gebe Raka and Drs. 
Sidharta and McBer consultants Lyle M. Spencer, 
Jr. and James A. Burruss jointly conducted 
a Managing Motivation demonstration seminar 
for 50 top and upper level managers from 
Indonesia's state development bank, Bank 
Dagang Negara (including BDN's president 
and members of its Board of Directors) and 
other representatives of the Indonesian 
banking community. This demonstration provided 
DTC ITB with direct experience and practice 
in large system consulting and client 
marketing contact. This external client 
contact and marketing experience (successful 
in DTC ITB*S case, because Bank Dagang Negara 
subsequently contracted with DTC-ITB for 
additional training and consulting services) 
is essential to helping insure DTC-ITB's 
permanence as an organisation capable of 
supporting itself through its own efforts 
after UNIDO funds and foreign consulting 
assistance has withdrawn. 

August 21 Debriefing in Jakarta with UNIDO and 
Indonesian Government representatives. 

August 22 Debriefing in Jakarta with Indonesian BDN 
representatives. 

This concluded the McBer and Company AMT trainer 
training and research project with DTC-ITB staff as funded 
by UHIDO/UNDP Contract Ref. INS/75/004/A/11/37.  Details 
of readings, lactures, individual and group assignments 
for aach learning module described above are presented in 
Appendix B. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

UNDP  Ref.:  INS/75/004/A/11/37 
UNIDO Ref.:  IS/INS/75/004/31501 

a) General Background Information 

In early 1972 and 1973 two members of the ITD Develop- 
ment Technology Group conducted surveys on entrepreneurial 
development methodologies  at the TDI East-West Center.     The 
idea is to select a methodology which gives  promise for 
easy adaptation  in Indonesia.    The achievement training 
methodology as  part of an entrepreneurial development 
programme was observed as  having a good potential  for 
adaptation into  the Indonesian situation. 

In December 1972,   the ITB Development Technology Group 
together with the LPPI of  the Ministry of  Industry sponsored 
with UNIDO an Achievement Training Demonstration in Bandung. 

In October  1974,  DTC-ITB launched the  short-term 
programma on research and development to adapt a suitable 
entrepreneurial  development method for the  Indonesian 
situation.    Achievement Training  is considered an essential 
element of the  entrepreneurial development  scheme.     Innovation 
of a simple management training scheme would be the other 
part of the entrepreneurial development scheme.    The short- 
term programme would last nine months, effective as of  1 
October 1974,   and is sponsored by BDN   (Bank Dagang Negara), 
a government commercial bank.    The programme  staff of  this 
action research effort consists of psychologists,  economists 
and anthropologists   (from the State University of Pajajaran), 
industrial engineers and  technologists   (from ITB),  surveyors/ 
expert staff   (from BDN)   and experts as well  as practicing 
entrepreneurs   (from the West Java Chamber of Commerce). 
This research programme  is the first of its  kind in Indonesia 
and would involve 30 selected existing entrepreneurs 
(recipients of  financial  assistance  from BDN)   and ten 
selected entrepreneurs to be   (student drop outs) . 

b) The Aim of  the Project 

To obtain expert consultancy for the Development 
Technology Center  (DTC)   of the Institute of Technology 
Bandung   (ITB)   programme on Adaptive Research and Development 
of Entrepreneurial Development. 
Specifically: 

1.    To develop appropriate methods for talent scouting 
and identification of potential entrepreneurs 
taking into consideration motivational, managerial, 
technological as well as social and economic 
parameters. 
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2. To adapt achievement motivation training technology 
of entrepreneurial development to the conditions of 
Indonesia in an action research programme. 

3. To develop simple managerial training programmes 
taking into consideration communication problems. 

4 To develop monitoring methods in order to observe 
growth and the development functions of the business 
of the trained entrepreneurs in the years to come. 

Long-term programme objectives; 

5 To feed-back training and monitoring information 
'  and data in an effort to derivfu

aPProP^e.n the 
entrepreneurial development methods suited to tne 
Indonesian conditions. 

6 To provide a research and development back-up 
svstem to extension service programmes on 
entrepreneurial training programmes in Indonesia. 

c)  The Scope of Contracting Services 

The human resources involved in the DTC-ITB programme 
are all Indonesians, with good theoretical background and 
good potential for becoming qualified practitioners  There 
is however, a lack of practical experience and therefore 
there Is an'urgent need of expert consultancy and experience 
for the programme. Transfer of research experience and 
information to the programme staff can be achieved by having 
a monïho? intensive interface with two bei^Houral science 
expels who are experienced achievement motivation trainers. 
Two other short workshops, an intensive ^^^^^^ 
^nert in small-scale industry and afterwards a communication 
wírkshiP conducted by two ITB consultants would also take 
pîaœ durïng tnis time.  Specifically the consultants would: 

1 Give consultancy on the planning and methodology 
'  of the short-term action research programme. 

2 Evaluate existing planning and methodology based 
on their experience and suggest improvements. 

3. Conduct two workshops/demonstrations in achievement 
motivation training. 
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4. Give recommendations on trainers to receive  further 
advanced training in behavioural  science, with 
emphasis on achievement motivation,  and managerial 
techniques  in order to develop a group of develop- 
ment specialists  in aspects of entrepreneurial 
development schemes. 

5. Plan and initiate a model for the long range research 
programme to  back-up  extension service  programmes 
in entrepreneurial development in Indonesia. 

d)     General Time Schedule 

1. Briefing in Vienna   (one day),  April 

2. Arrival  in  Indonesia, April 

3. Termination of project,  May 

4. Debriefing  in Vienna   (one day),  May 

5. Draft Final Report received by UNIDO,  June 

6. UNIDO comments on Final Report, June 

7. Final Report submitted to UNIDO,  July 

•)     Personnel in the Field 

The  requested assistance  from UNIDO  for the DTC-ITB 
programme  is in the form of support for two behavioural 
science experts to come to ITB for a month of  intensive 
interface with the Indonesian programme staff.     They will 
work with  the Indonesian staff,  review existing research 
plan« and methodology   (both short and long term) ,  supply 
relevant professional experience and relevant materials 
and recommend improvements.     They will also recommend 
specific  training competence required for the  Indonesian 
trainers  as well as  further advanced training.     At the 
conclusion of their assignment they will leave the DTC-ITB 
programme with an improved research plan and methodology 
appropriate for execution in Indonesia. 

f )    Language Requirements 

English 

g)    Job Descriptions 

(Attached) 
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USED  IN  DTC-ITB AMT  TRAINER TRAINING PROGRAM 
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Tin» 

MODULE   I 

SYSTEMS FOR DEVELOPING ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY» 
RECRUITMENT AND  SELECTION OF AMT  PARTICIPANTS 

Topic 

Reading 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Motivating Economic Achievement, Chapt, 
Achieving Society» Chapts. 6, 7, 9 

llack IS Beautiri •black ful  -  Is it Bountiful1 

Lecture 

1. Diffusion of  innovations theory 
2. Recruitment and selection in the  "System" 

of creating and helping entrepreneurs 
3. The stages of marketing:     awareness—interest- 

trial—-adoption—followup 
4. Criteria for entrepreneur/AMT course participant 

selection 
5. Questions and Answers 

Group Discussion t    brainstorm and discuss 

1. techniques for recruiting entrepreneurs at 
each stage: 
a. awareness 
b. interest 
c. trial 
d. followup 

2. criteria for «electing potential AMT course 
participants 
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MODULE  lA: 

LECTURE  NOTES 

SYSTEMS  FOR DEVELOPING ENTREPRENEURIAL 
ACTIVITY  RECRUITMENT  AND  SELECTION OF 
AMT  PARTICIPANTS 

"1 

I.  DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS THEORY:  the process by v/hich 
new ideas are accepted or "adapted" 

- Reference : Everett Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations 

- The acceptance of all kinds of new ideas (use of radio, 
automobiles, motorcycle, motors drugs and medical 
techniques, fashions - e.q. the miniskirt, the use 
of "miracle" rice and fertilizer, popular music, 
political movements) follows a general curve 

1 LAGGARDS:  LAST 13.5% 

Cummulative 
% of people 
accepting 
new idea 5°% 

86.5  -  100% 

LATE ADOPTERS 
40  -  86.5% 

EARLY  ADOPTERS 
10   -   40% 

13.5% 
TIME 

Next    30-40%: 

Next    30-40%: 

"INNOVATORS"  - deviates   ("crasy") 
 ~ or geniuses 

"OPINION  LEADERS"- high prestige  people, 
 ~-~      "fashion Betters 

others look  to for 
new ideas 

- many entrepreneurs 
are "opinion  leaders" 

«EARLY ADOPTERS"  -  the more progressive 
 ~~        people in a  society 

'LATE ADOPTERS"     -  the less progressive 
=li  people in a  society, but 

those who do accept new 
ideas after others have 
tried 
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Objective 5, 

Objective i. 

and the use of appropriate statistical  tests 
for evaluating AMT programs. 

• provided model data  collection instruments 
and evaluation reports developed from over 
10 years of experience in evaluation of AMT 
programs  in the United States and other coun- 
tries. 

• supervised DTC-ITB personnel in the develop- 
ment of the actual research design they will 
use in the evaluation of Indonesia's AMT/EDP 
program. 

To feed-back training and monitering information 
and data in an effort  to derive appropriata en- 
trepreneurial development methods suited  to  the 
Indonesian  conditions. 

to provide a research  and development back-un 
system to extension service programs on entre- 
preneurial training programs  in Indonesia. 

Contractor performance;     McBer and Company 

•    provided instruction  in  and recommendations 
for a systems model of entrepreneurial  devel- 
opment   (see Section  I of  this Report)   and 
in how data derived  from  the formative  and 
summa ti ve research efforts described  above 
can be used to improve  the functioning of  a 
comprehensive EDP system. 

TASKS 

Task 1. Give consultancy on the planning and methodology 
of short terra action research programs. 

Contractor performance:     McBer and Company 

•    This  task was accomplished in teaching DTC- 
ITB   trainee« noeds    assessment, problem 
solving,  contracting and  formative evaluation 
techniques used in  training to diagnose 
participants'  learning needs, design modules 
appropriate to meeting these needs,   and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the learning 
methods selected.     All  trainees were provided 
with extensive "hands on" practice with these 
techniques through daily assignments which 
required them to develop and present  learning 

- 3 - 
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LAST     10-15%:      "LAGGARDS" - people who only very 
late accept them  (or 
may never)   accept the 
new idea. 

- Strategies   for getting new ideas accepted 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Identify the   "opinion leaders"   (e.g.  by surveys 
which ask  "who is  the best businessman or  farmer 
in  this  village",  by contacting the  leaders   in 
government,   religion,  business) 

Get opinion  leaders to  try new  idea or  product, 
or teach them a new skill 
if;     must be relevant to  their  felt needs,   the 

rewards  they want 
b. must be prestigious  - involve travel,   give 

them a certificate or rewards - increase 
their  status,  make  them even more  an   "opinion 

c. skill or product should be  "just right 
amount"  advanced ahead of what they  are 
doing/using now - not too  little,  not  too 
much 

Be sure opinion leaders  succeed in using new idea 
(if they fail - publically - you are dead ! 
a. give them the help   (consultancy,  technical 

assistance)   and resources   (spare parts, 
credit,   etc.)   they need to be sure new idea 
or product works) 

b. provide  incentives   (credit,  guaranteed markets) 
for use of new idea 

Encourage opinion  leaders to teach or be an 
example to others 
¿~m    make them extension agents 
b.     pay them   (or provide other incentives) 
c      get them to be head of organizations   (chamber 

of commerce,   Small   Industries Association, 
"Entrepreneurs club", other clubs) 

Continue process by giving opinion leaders new 
Inputs  - skills and products  - at regular  intervals 
-i.e.   "keep moving them up,   and others will 
keep  following and move up too" 
a.     follow up contacts each 3 months with trainer 

or extension 
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b. agent "refresher" or "advanced " seminars 
each year 

c. talki from experts at "Entrepreneurs clubs) 
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III.     STEPS IN RECRUITING PARTICIPANTS AND  "MARKETING" AMT 

Step Technique 

AWARENESS     I. 

II. 

Analyze social and cultural conditions 
a. levels and groups in society 
b. felt needs of these groups 
c. how each group gets  information 
d. appropriate methods  to direct and shape 

interest 

Communications techniques 
1.     communications media:     advertisements  in 

newspapers, radio,  leaflets, magazines,  TV 
direct mail   (but expensive)   -  from tele- 
phone book, business association lists 
meetings   (formal and  informal),   seminars 
at business groups:     Chamber of Commerce, 
banks,   Small Business Association,  govern- 
ment,  academic institutes 
lectures, talks,  speeches,  briefings  to 
organizations where business,   government, 
community leaders come 
sales calls 
word-of-mouth referral campaigns among peer 
groups (get prestigious people in community 
to recommend course) _ 
sales calls to likely potential participants 
articles, professional publications  and 
presentations of papers  to professional 
conferences to reach academic people 
schools and universities  - e.g.  students 
in KKN program who will   transmit word, 
leaflets to villages 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

INTEREST 1. »ame as  "Awareness"  techniques but more 
specific 

2. information office or center where people 
could get more information 

3      get prestigious opinion leaders - govern- 
ment officials, religious leaders - to 
describe course 

4. brochures giving more information than 
leaflets 

5. cases describing successful entrepreneurs 
who have taken course 

6. research findings:     people to go to AMT 
course make more rupees i 

7. references who can be called for more 
information on about course 
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t.     talk»,  lecture» by »uccessful bu» ine s »Rien 
who have  taken cour»e 

*.     exten»Jon agent», consultancy 
10. »ale» call» 
11. demonstration«  - brief evening meeting» 

or  »hort  courses   (like  "unfreezing 
meeting») 

TRIAL 
1. orientation or short demonstration course 
2. objective» 

- »how entrepreneur AMT as well as money 
and resources is essential for business 
success 

- »how achievement motivation can be 
developed «nd produces results   (sales 
and profits) 

ADOPTION AMT training itself 

MAINTENANCE/ 
COMMITMENT fc 
FOLLOW-UP 

IV. 

goal setting and action planning   (just 
áolng it  increases probability of action 
public commitment to goals  set  in AMT 
TVo family,   friends,  people  in  community) 
reference groupi    Entrepreneur  Self-Help 
Clubs,  etc. with regular meetings 
follow-up visits by extension agents,  re- 
searcher» or bank credit  officer» at 
regular,   frequent intervals 
flf^up-ieSnFs and courses   -  "advanced 
training. 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF AMT ENTREPRENEUR PARTICIPANTS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

•trong motivation/desire/prsference  to own, build 
one• own business   ("life long dream ever  »ince 
» child"  from ca»e hi»tories 
owner, of .«vail bu.ine..men in charge »capable of 
£mt independent bu.iness decisions   U^ing male 
£mbor of family,   if f«ily bu.ine»») ,  »trong 
influence over outcome of bu»lne»» 
education»     junior high level ch*ra» 
aeel    1— than 40   (?)   - old «^^ *° ^JT^"9- 

or ownership po.ition, but not io old to be rigid 



s. 

7. 
t. 

*. 
10. 

11 

12 

19. 

hon«st and open minded 
willing to participate in research 
Innovative!    willing  to try new technologies,  methods 
acale of business-sales, machinery and equipment   (?) 
-not too big, not too  small 
access to resources :     able to get credit 
community responsibility -  interested  in community 
development, willing  to help others,   serve as 
community leader  on community projects   (evidence of 
•xiating community  involvement) 
opinion leader >     respected,   looked to by others as 
•xamplc 
willingness to work hard in course,   serious about 
attendance - useful   indication!     charge token tuition 
fee   (businessmen don't respect things  they get  for 
¿rea) 
already established  and successful businessmen,  not 
new comers 

Mote i      probably best to  «tart with people AMT is most  likely 
to bo successful with   ("creaming"  strategy)   for two 
reasons 
a. establish reputation of success  for course at 

beginning 
b. successful businessmen participants more likely 

to be opinion   leaders able to spread achievement 
ideas to others. 
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MODULE  II 

INTRODUCTION   TO AMT/BLTP COURSE 

TOPIC 

Readingt 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

Motivating Economic Achievement, Chapters  1,   3 
"Business Drive and National Achievement" 
1972  Follow-up on Business Leadership Training 
Project   (1967 - 1968),   Washington,  D.C. 
Small  Business Administration National Demonstration 
Program in Business  Leadership Training   (1972-1973) : 
Summary of Six Month  Research Results. 
Economic Development Administration Business 
Leadership Training  Project   (1967  - 1968):    Final 
Report, Chapter V. 

Lecture 

1.     AMT/BLTP Orientation  Lecture 
a) Course Objectives 
b) History of AMT Development 
c) Characteristics  of  a Successful Entrepreneur 
d) Success in other   countries 
e) Exemplary Cases 
f ) Projected Benefits   for participants 
g) Summary Details 

2.     Critical Considerations  in an Orientation 
Lecture/Meeting 
a) Composition of Lecture 
b) Recruitment of participants 
c) Convincing people   to come;  to participate 
d) Prestigious Associations. 

Individual/Small Group Work 

Prepare  an introductory  lecture on AMT which can be 
used to  recruit participants or brief government officials, 
bank personnel, community  leaders on the background, 
purpose,   and effects of AMT. 

Large Group Work 

1.     Selected trainees give prepared introductory 
lecture to the group 
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2. Group listens and asks questions; then discusses, 
critiques, and generally provides feedback to 
the speaker on critical aspects of his presentation, 
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LECTURE  NOTES 

MODULE  II:     INTRODUCTION TO AMT/BLTP  COURSE 

I.    What is Achievement Motivation Training? 

A.     Let me start with what it  is not. 

1. It is not "10 easy steps" to success. 
You will learn some concepts  and  skills  that have 
been identified  as necessary for   success  in busi- 
ness,   however,   this  is  not some   "short-cut 
formula".     You will  still need to work hard at 
your business,   but you will be able  to do that 
more effectively. 

2. AMT is not Technical Business/Training. 
We will not  teach you accounting,   bookkeeping, 
or marketing  strategy  - other organizations will 
be available  for   that.     I am not  a business 
expert;  rather  I   am something of  a   "technologist" 
and what I bring  to you is psychological 
technology. 

3. AMT  is not  sensitivity  training. 
It is not a "touchy-feely" experience  although it 
does pull  from some of what we have   learned about 
the process  of  learning in groups. 

4. AMT is not   "Instant Money".     We  are  not giving 
away money. 

5. AMT is not easy  - you will have to work hard in 
the course,   be committed in attendance and 
complete outside  assignments.    Almost all 
participants do,   however find the  course 
Btimululating and fun. 

B.     So, what does AMT do?    What Objectives? 

1.     To stimulate each of you to expand your existing 
business or create a new one by: 
- thinking,   studying,   and planning  for profitable 

growth 
- analyzing and planning new areas of expansion 

or  development 
- learning how to establish goals and plans for 

maximum growth. 
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Task 2. 

Task 3. 

Modules,  give lectures,  conduct simulation 
exercises,  etc.  before volunteer students, 
followed by immediate  feedback  and coaching 
on how each trainee  could improve the 
effectiveness of his presentation. 

Evaluate existing planning and methodology based 
on expert experience and suggest improvements. 

Contractor performance;     McBer and Company 

•    This task was  accomplished by: 
a. having Indonesian participants present 

their existing AMT planning,   methodology 
and learning materials; 

b. presenting model McBer materials,   or ¡ 
planning systems,   research designs  and 
methodologies developed over 25 years of 
AMT  research. 

c. asking teams of  ITB/DTC staff to  compare, 
contrast and critique  their model  as it 
differed from the McBer model,   and then» 

d. brainstorming new plans, methods or materials 
that combined the best of J oth the 
Indonesian and expert approaches. 

This process was  followed for all of the  components 
of the AMT entrepreneurial development program, 
from recruitment and selection techniques to 
learning materials to final  research report 
designs.     The resulting product while continuing 
to meet quality standards was generally better 
suited to and more likely to be effective in 
Indonesia,   and possessed a greater degree 
"ownership"   for Indonesian  trainers. 

Conduct two workshops/demonstrations in achieve- 
ment motivation training. 

Contractor performance»     McBor and Company 

•    Largely as a result of DTC-ITB's aggressive 
and efficient scheduling of courses and 
recruitment of participants, Contractor and 
trainee personnel were able to conduct 3 
demonstration AMT courses,   for a total of 
55 participants,  and one  "Managing Motivation" 
Demonstration course  for another 50 participants 
from Bank   Dagang Negara   (the Indonesian 
State development back sponsoring DTC's effort) 
during the five week consultancy period. 

Í 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

To develop your personal drive and motivation so 
that you will create or renew a desire to attain 
your business  goal   ,by: 
- understanding,   through motivational concepts, 

entrepreneurial behavior and what it would in- 
volve  for you personally to be  successful   (or 
»ore successful)   in business 

- engaging in an appraisal and assessment of 
your motivation patterns 

- developing your own motivation and patterns of 
action. 

To help you identify your own needs for manage- 
ment skills,   and develop a plan  for acquiring 
them,   by: 
- examining kinds of skills and knowledge neces- 

sary to success 
- assessing your own skills  level  relative   to that 
- developing  a  concrete  plan  and  timetable   for 

acquiring them. 

To  assist you  in  developing a Comprehensive  plan 
for your business with  goals that are very  realis- 
tic  as wall  as  personally challenging. 
- specific,   measurable,   time-phased and would 

take into account the obstacles which you face 
and the action steps  necessary  to overcome them. 

C.     A Sub-Objective 

1.     To make this  technology  available  to groups of 
people who would not ordinarily have the benefits 
of exposure  to it. 
- the  "well-to-do"  in wealthy,   industrialized, 

nations learn  these patterns of thinking very 
early in life.     They  are encouraged and rewarded 
for it throughout their lifetime and therefore 
become very good at it—thus more successful. 

- AMT will not significantly change the socio- 
economic structure of society but, by helping 
the small indigenous  entrepreneur to be more 
successful will promote a more equitable  dis- 
tribution of society's wealth. 

II.     Where Does This Program Come From? 

A.     Based on and grew out of over 25 years of research 
by Dr.   David McClelland and his associates at Harvard 
University intot 
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B. 

1. what motivates the successful entrepreneur? 

2. what behavior characteristics  contribute to 
success? 

First Major Finding:     Successful  Entrepreneurs both 
think and act with respect to their lives and their 
businesses In ways that are consistently different 
than  less  successful bu3inessmen. 

Thoughts 

High standards of excellence 
Outperforming someone else 
Unique accomplishment 
Long-term career goals. 

Action 

Takes personal respon- 
sibility, seeks 
feedback. 
Attempts to do things 
in a better, more 
innovative way. 
Takes moderate risks. 
Sets goals continually, 

C.  Second Major Finding:  Individual Entrepreneurs can 
be trained to think and act as successful Entrepreneurs. 

1.  1*61 in Mexico, 1962 in Tokyo, Japan, 1963 Bombay, 
India; 1962 large U.S. firm. 

2. 

3. 

Somewhat revolutionary in the field of Psychology. 

Demonstrated on a large scale in India (1964-1967) 
- Number of entrepreneurs "active" during 2 years 

(expansion or new) 51% versus 25%. 
- Number of entrepreneurs capital investment 

increased by over 100. 
- Increased employment (New jobs created « 6.00) 
- Increased gross income. 

\ 

III.   Track Record 

A. This  Training Program has now been conducted many times 
in American cities  and other countries including 
Japan,   Poland, Uganda,   India,   Spain,  and Germany. 

- Thoroughly tested,  researched,  and revised 
resulting in many improvements. 

\ 
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B.     Some Individual Cases: 

1. Cob Flower and Card Shop,  Washington,  D.C. 
- In  15 months,  doubled sales   to over $100,000 

for  firot time  in history of his business 
- Convinced his son to  join the business 
- Expanded by acquiring space  in adjacent build- 

ing 
- Renovated store,   added new refrigerator, 

more shelf space 
- Acquiring candy  franchise 
- Initiating radio  advertising 

2. Scientific Equipment Manufacturer,   India 
- Added new salesman 
- Increased sales  by 100% 

3. Owner of Bicycle Shop,   India 
- Joined with others to establish a loan  company 

to purchase trucks and other vehicles 
increase more than 10 per year. 

We vrill  study some of  these cases  during the AMT— 
not only  the   successes, but also  the failures 
to try  to  le^rn  from  th^ir experiences. 

IV. What can you expect from this  program? 

A.     Within six months,  2/3 of you will show at least  six 
signs of improved business  activity. 

increased personal income 
increased gross sales 
increased net profits 
increased capital investment and investment 

possibilities 
increased new jobs created 

-      increased new businesses 
increased expansion 
increased leadership in your community 

V. What Do You Need to Do? 

A. Must commit yourself to the full 9 days 

2  1/2 > 1 month ---=*      2  1/2 ^ 1 month —^ 
2 y 1 month ^      2 days 

B. Sign the circulating list 

C. Pay the enrollment fee of  $15 and pick up your 
prework materials before you leave 

McftER and COMPANY 



MODULE  III 

AMT/BLTP  -  TRAINER  RECRUITMENT,   SELECTION 
TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION 

TIME TOPIC 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Motivation Economic Achievement   (MEA) 
Cnapts.   If3 
"Business  Drive and National Achievement", 
by David McClelland 

¿roLff 1Xn^P °;BU8iness Leadership Training 
project   (1967 - 68),  Washington,   D.C. 
ftr^ionS£neSS Ad?inistration National Demon- 
stration  Program in Business  Leadership 
Training   (1972 - 73): P 

Summary of Six Month Research  Results. 

Lecture 

AMT Trainers 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Recruitment and selection criteria 
Competencies required (criteria for certifica- 

a. theory 
b. scoring 
c. experiential learning techniques,  methodo- 

Steps in  trainer training model: 
a.     attend course as participant 

attend 120 hours of trainer training 
(including learning to score motives) 
a training course with certified trainer 
leadership training course with certified 
trainer 

e.     certification 

b. 

c. 
d. 

COMPANY 



MODULE 

RECRUITING,  SELECTION,  TRAININO EVALUATING  AND CERTIFYING 
AMT TRAINERS   5  THE "  CONPETEHCÏ-BA3ED  "  APPROACH 

I«. The •<J-ivp",Lency-ba»ed" approach! j?PJG¿rical définitLJ". O\   eh© 

î-t.;.v; '';o,  teaching skills,  and personality chaiac>;vitacß 

of affective AMT trainers    —    stops» 

A. Identify the best and worst trainers»   «elf-ratíi^.  poo? 

rating,  superior rating,   expert rating,  client raiii».?;,  re 

suit«. rating 

B. Critical indident  interviewing of best and worst trainera: 

ask each interviewee to describe three times when he    was 

particularly effective and particularly ineffective — 

what the situation was,   —    what he thought to do and how 

he did it,   and what the results were  (tape record and ty- 

pe interviev/s) 

C. "Content analyze"  these  interviews to  identify the  syste- 

matic differences between the be3t and worst trniaors 

D. Give psychological test which measure  the discriminatory 

lv.¿Variables identified by  the interview  content analyses 

and find which tesis clearly discriminate between the best 

and worst  trainers.    These teeteenn bo used to select 

trainer candidates 

E. Once these competencies have been identified,  develop 

"experiential learning;"     training exercises and programa 

to teach the specific  competencies needed to be an effec- 

tive AMT trainer. 

II« Criteria For Good AMT Trainers 
A» Non-empirical (not scientifically tested competencies    — 

those listed in MOTIVATING ECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENT)   t 

-1- 



1« ZÏP-^&f^yyPFtteoJ. TS??*?}    —     perceived ae  eapubl« 
of producine chance 

•a.   fuvi'icnie  credentials 

:-   fron prestigious academic  or rovernment ».liniM.. 
"¡/'.veer 

'-''   -  '-'lag of  prestigious people»   locai coverà: ¡< 

officiels,  respected religio"«  leedora,  ini.or.«,.-, 

conr.unity people,   highly successful and welT.ro   , 
businessmen 

d.  age (?) 

••   experience — record of past successes 

f.  "expert" statu»    —    from abroad,  certified  by 
McClelland,  etc. 

*• X?A.1JPXJ^JW.rÄt    —    trainer nuet  really believe it 
can help and chance people,  make them nore successful, 

3» £S¡JítSAQPS^.rr.XcXyXJíIl.'i^}.í.    —  trainer mur>t really 
bolief he can change people. 

**• J^AJ^AS.1.    —'    trainer must be a     "rolo model" 

(example) of the behaviors ho wnnt« to tench! open, 

honest, motivated, enthusiastic, valuing and liking 
email bu.sinoec. 

5» APiífL^íAyj0.1  concerned with pcorlo and  able to know 
what they ore thinking and feeling. 

*>• SÌ&fJtPBh  *  Presentation skills,  enemy level wV.'-l 
make trainees fool stongor,    more  energetic an : 
successful. 

7» ¿^ÄJ^A^^i^/.rjE!• «njoy boinp with 
and learning from the trainees and tho courao (thr. ¿ 

is always more to learn   —    you can always got 
betteri). 



D» grcpirlcoX mm from tho competency model (BUT: for Amori 

can consultants — we think thof.e competencies will be 

tho sano for other cultures, but do not have direct evi- 

dence of this yet — we hopo DTC-ITB will do a corrpc- 

\.;-w.y :--t'idy of its beat AMT trainers and confirm or ro« 

j-'.c •:. '::.Í8 hypothesis). 

"'• '''¿'ú&FJSESiiPS J5°£iX£ STSSMBIL    — moderate Ach. .Aff 
and Pov. 

- Trainerò top high in ACH tend to be "pushy,: -- 

eoercively demand high standards of  eJccel.Wuoc 

from trainees too soon. Trainers too low in A/r 

don't caro enough about getting things done find 

doing a quality job. 

- Trainers too high in AFF just make friondn with 

trainees, are not objective or task oriented, just 

cit around and talk, Ute. Trainers t_oo_ low in AFF 

do not seen to care about trainees, may appear to 

"cold and hard", and usually do not enjoy working 

with people 

- Trainers J^oojhigh in POV tend to argue with trai- 

nees, and forgot the purposes of the course in 

their need to convince trainees to their point of 

vi*w.  Trainees too Jow^inJEW tend to lack the 

prestine, "charisma" and influence skills to touch 

« and enjoy teaching — people effectively, 

2* £^°il^.£°vsJ:M^^ « trainera 

must believe people are good, can always changu no 

matter how dumb or rigid they may app«\r (the "Pygma- 

lion" effect). 

5' £3SiZl^^*£•\&vil&m   — the ability to sense wh't 

people are thinking and feeling (measures by the PCÜö 

test). 



'*• rc/ftln& jfrlendjB and contacts, -«• trainer» must like o".-* 

f,ct  along easily with people, building a trusti.v; .:Z.n 

li'mi'^ip with them (which will greatly increase- 

*--«:.i." i Vf s ability to influence thorn)» 

f,   » t ' • • -i ì M tat ion skills •— trainers must knov; hov: ':••> 

j •. '>r;<i..->.t conceptual and exercise material in a l;^ • > 

f.i:d interesting way that keeps trainees' attcnt- .•;. 

and makes them want to learn.  "¿xporiontial le;i:<-..\¿:'• 

teaching skills are important here — helping T,,M,-•-....<- 

to discover pointe for themselves by asking the rr.gu» 

questions) having "concrete experience", "reflecii.-'o 

observation", and "activo experimentation" eleme.nl K 

as well an just "abstract conceptualisation" lecturos. 

6* jyj^anig.atj.^on Bjkills — planning and preparation abi 

lity, so that trainees get all the materials tboy nacd 

the trainer has all the supplies (paper, making pens, 

cards for the Business Game, etc.) he needs, the AiiT 

course runs on time and in an orderly way. 

?• knowledge «•- AMT trainers must have* knowledge in at 

least areas 

a* gff.t.iv.ation and_ motive scoring; what a motive is, 

how to explain it, and the ability to score A("t. 

AFF and POVJ at an 80,'í reliability for imagery 

and (ACH only), 50?$ reliability for subcategory ., 

(Iîesearehers must be 90-95?$ accurate on irnag:-.'• 

and 85-90?'' accurate on subcategories for all v.-.'vo 

motives) 

b. experiential education theory and module design 
*>••  #m—• -wr*m- wrnrn- i   iwni—• — *m -m-im- mmm ••« M^H^mMM  ••»••al* 

c • th° comunmente of Jtho AMT course s the pu r p o s e o , 

and how to conduct, each part of the course» 

(l. îjp^J^^iojnJTheory_, particularly the cone opt s of 

McClelland 



8» lg.0??. lo*dorohi2 .»Mi*6.« »hould have 

a. observation ekills ("with-it-ness": the abili by 

to tell what croup memberB aro thinking end 

feeling from their responses, their gecturcT; 

¿testure, etc. (similar to *#•  > above) 

... c.Vming — knowing what exorcise to use ut w.iUfc 

point 

c. hon e sty enj oy ment of group work (feeling pov.;i\* it., 

happy, elatod, encgized after running a train?. i.r 

session) 

d. ability to get group reactions: feedback fror 

fellow trainers and group members that you aro 

effective. 

«• ¡£Ï!£^JS&?J&^te^2S3L$£. u6oful in reerult-1-n-g-t.v-n-d. 
selecting^ trainer caj^id_ates 

1, sufficient time available to complete the full 

trainer training program 

2, position/occupation and time that make it likely 

that trainer will actually conduct 5-10 AMT 

courses a year. If trainer candidates pre at too 

high a level, or in a non-education or training 

institution, experience indicates that they aro ;>oc 

likely to train — thoy get promoted, or more in- 

volved in administrativo or entrepreneurial wov1-. 

J. background in education, training and/or the b :; .i 

oral sciences 

'r, sense of huraor 

S preference and ability to use produ etive, coopt.••••• 

tive, "win-win" methods of conflict resolution, t-s 

vs. confrontative "win-lose" power tactics. 



NODULE   IV 

GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING METHODS i     DEVELOPING A 
RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PLAN  FOR POTENTIAL AMT COURSE PARTICIPANTS 

TIME TOPIC 

Reading 

1.     "A Problem Solving Method" McBor and Company 

Lecture/Demon» tratlon 

1.    A group problem solving Method  (case problemi 
brainstorm methods of surviving and being 
rescued if stranded on a desert island)  and 
prepare a marketing letter and brochure. 

Group work» 

1. Design a recruitment and selection plan for 
supervised recruiting participants for AMT 
demonstration courses scheduled for 4-C August 
and 13-15 August using the conceptual material 
presented in Modules 1 and 2. 

I COMPANY 



Task_4. Give recommendation» on trainers to receive 
further advanced training in behavioral  science, 
with emphasis on achievement motivation,   and 
Managerial techniques in order to develop a 
group of development specialists in  aspects of 
«ntrepreneurial development schemes. 

Contractor performance:     McBer and Company 

Thro recommendations   for further behavioral 
science  training for DTC-ITB and other  Indonesian 
and UMIDO officials. 

• a proposal  for an additional  three man-months 
of expert training in  Indonesia by McBer 
AMT professional  trainers qualified to 
certify additional Indonesian ANT  trainers. 
An expert in evaluating entrepreneurial 
development programs;   and an expert motivation 
scoring instructor. 

• a proposal  for a six-month fellowship program 
for Indonesian consultants to be  trained 
at Harvard University and McBer and Company 
in advanced techniques of motivation training, 
organisation development,  and starting and 
managing small businesses. 

Task 5. Flan and initiate a model  for the long range 
research program to back-up extension service 
programs in entrepreneurial development in 
Indonesia. 

Contractor performance:     McBer and Company 

• Task 5 was  accomplished !>y instruction in 
the systems aspects of entrepreneurial dovelop- 
men t  (see section II of this report)   and 
in the development of a research design, 
measures and methodology for evaluation of 
Indonesian entrepreneurial training programs. 

The  remainder of this report is divided into two partas 

Section  I 

•    responsive to requests by both 

-  5 - 
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MODULE V 

RESEARCH   DESIGN,   MEASURES  AND METHODOLOGY 

I.      Objectives 

A.     formative i     to improve course or program 

••     lustrati ve i     to determine whether or not course or 
program T» effective   (against some standard or 
objective)—very important to have clear objectives; 
•evaluation can never be better than objectives, 
only worse" 

IX.     Levels/Types of Training Evaluations 
Four types of questions usually asked in evaluating 
training courses i 

Easy,  cheap 
quick 

1 
Hard, ex- 
pensive, 
takes time 

a. 

4. 

Participant's reactions - ratings of course 
components,  trainers,  etc.   (Lynton  & 
Parcel) 
Participant learning - immediately after 
course,  e.g.   tests  for content,  rating 
of plans  against some standard 
Behavior after the course - e.g.  activity 
(started new business) 
Results  after course - e.g.   active  change 
in people employed,   sales,  prt'fits 

III.   Research Design 

A. Notation   (from Campbell t Stanley,  Experimental and 
Quasi-experintentai Designs  for Research 

O - observation 
0 • pretest 

i 

0 • post-test 
t 

X - treatment  (AMT + MTT training course) 

B. Research designs 

1. just treatment,  no observation 
X 

2. observation—treatment (see something wrong, act): 
0    X 

McBER and COMPANY 



3. treatment—observation (act, look again): 
X   0 

4. observation (pretest)—treatment—observation 
(post test) : 

0X0 
1 2 

But something else could be causing 0-0 
difference, so: 21 

5. control group: 
0 X   0 - treatment 
01 02 - no treatment 

SR « stratified random 
R = random assignment to treatment and control 

groups 
S - Btratified (or matched) assignment to treat- 

ment and control groups 

Question ("null hypothesis"): is treatment 
02- Oj difference significantly different from 
control 02 - 0, difference? If yes,  treatment 
X has made a difference. 

If can't get control group, use data for (best) 
small businesses in area, or general economy, 

time series 
0          X          0    0    0.. 

1                        2     j     k •     °n 

0 
1 

0     (with control 
2    group) 

Multiple treatment 
0X0X0X0... 

1     1     2     2     s     S     k 
X    0 
r    n +  » 

0 
1 

0   (control 
2 group) 
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8. more than one treatment variable (e.g. if you 
want to find out whether AMT or MTT makes the 
difference in entrepreneurial behavior) 

Two Treatment 
0 1 

Variables 
X 1 Y 1 0 1  2 

X - 

Y - 

Group 1 0 X 0 
2 

AMT 

Group 2 0 Y 0 
2 

MTT 

Group 3 0 X Y 0 
2 

Group 4 
(control) 

Ò 0 
2 

Three Treatment Variables 
(o.g. you want to find out whether AMT, MTT 
and/or access to credit makes the difference 
in entrepreneurial behavior) 

0 X Y Z 0 
2 

Group 1 0 X 0 
2 

Group 2 0 Y 0 
2 

Group 3 0 Z 0 
2 

Group 4 0 X Y 0 
2 

Group 5 0 Y Z 0 
2 

Group 6 0 X Z 0 
2 

Group 7 
(control) 

0 0 
2 

X 

Y 

Z 

AMT 

MTT 

credit 

9. Analysis of variance:    how much each variable 
contributes to an outcome. 

Outcome »u+xA+yA+zA+E 

u = average outcome in all cells 
xA, yA, zA = variance caused by treatments X, Y, Z 
respectively 
E - error (variance or cause unaccounted for) 
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10. Correlation Tablee 
A method of computing the association of many 
variables without separate treatments. 

Variable X Y Z AS AP 
Vn 

X 

Y 

Z 

: 

AS 
1 

AP 

Vn 
, 

AS - Change in sales 
AP = Change in profits 

Research Design depends on the questions you 
want to ask, and the resources you have, e.g. 
the number of treatment groups. 

Multiple treatment designs are difficult and 
expensive because they require many treatment 
groups. 

IV.  Hypotheses 
Questions (hypotheses) you can choose include: 

1. what changes;  entrepreneur personal characteristics, 
business or community activities, or hard bus- 
iness outcomes; growth (or decline) in sales, 
profits, people employed, capital invested, etc. 

2. who changes;  entrepreneur characteristics associat- 
ed with positive activity or business outcomes 

3. what causes changes: entrepreneur characteristics, 
treatment variables or other inputs associated with 
outcome variables 

For summative evaluation of "what changes", the control 
group design (#5) is the simplest and be3t.  It is 
easier to get a stratified (or matched) sample than a 
random sample. Stratified-random possible compromise. 
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4.    capital   (and results of attempts to get capital) 

and sources 

C. Personal background—recent 

1. education or »elf-study efforts 

2. change  in work responsibility or salary 

3. use of time 

4. non-business affairs 

5. changes in income and source (business, inher- 

itance 

D. Existing Business 

1. open-ended question:  "what's happened in your 

business?" 

2. new investment in business 

land 
building 
inventory 
other 

decoration/improvement 
machinery/equipment 
rent 

3. change  in sales 

4. change  in customers 

5. changes  in profits 

€.    changes  in costs 

7. changes  in employees—management and labor 

8. effects on competitors 

9. biggest problems and plans for overcoming these 

problems 

10.    changes planned for future 

E.     Community 

1. activities outside job or business (list) 

2. changes in activity since course 
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For formative or summative evaluation of  "who changes" 
and   'what causes changes"—questions which require the 
examination of the interrelationship of many variables, 
it is easiest to first use  correlation  statistics 
to    rough sort"  tKä~3ita,   and then more  powerful 
parametric and non-parame trie statistical  tests 
(T-tests,   Chi  Square,  etc.)   to  test possibly significant 
relationships  revealed by the  correlation matrix. 

V. Measures 
Basically there are three kinds : 

A. Background data:    history  and characteristics of 
the entrepreneur 

B. Activity data:    behaviors of the entrepreneur in 
business or community 

C. Outcome results:    actual   "hard" resulta of behavior— 
increase or decrease in  sales, profits,  employees, 
capital  invested in business,  or unemployment 
rates,  etc.   in the community. 

IMPORTANT:     refer to EDA report  and MOTIVATING ECONOMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT   (Chapters  2,   6-12) Tor  
examples oT data collection measures, 
instruments, and statistical analysis 
techniques 

Examples of measures from EDA Report   (post test interview) 

A. Personal Background—past   (of entrepreneur) 

1. Business position 

2. age 

3. marital status 

4. education 

5. work experience 

6. income 

7. sources of income 

B. Business background—past 

1. names of businesses 

2. number of employees   (last three years) 

3. sales and profits   (last 3 years) 
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Real Estate transactions (since attended course) 

1. purchases 

2. sales 

3. rental of land or buildings—why 

4. financial details of transaction:     amount of 
land,  money,  expected return 

NOTE:     This  list and interview data collection form is 
long and repetitous,  but is will give you an idea, 
model and list of sample variable measures  for 
constructing your own evaluation data collection 
instruments.     (See list of  activity measures,  EDA 
report pp.   189-197.) 

Other measures 

Get psychological data on entrepreneurs before AMT 
training. 

1. TAT—scorable for motives,  efficacy,   etc. 
2. Who Am    I—scorable  for efficacy 
3. other psychological  instruments 

Measures collectable during AMT training: 
1. scores,  results on ring toss and business game 
2. scores on Nork Analysis Questionnaire and 

Managerial Style  and Organizational Climate 
Questionnaires  if used. 

VI.     Resources Needed 
1. expert scoring capability—scoring motives  in 

TAT 
2. interviewers who know AMT concepts 
3. interview coders   (need inter-rater reliability) 
4. data analysis facilities:     statistician and 

computer program   (at  least for correlation 
statistics) 

McBER and COMPANY 



MODULE  VI 

SCHEDULE 

AMT  DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 
(July  24  -  26  1975) 

Prework: 

July 24 

"What This Program Is All About" 
Exercise of Imagination 
»Achievement Motivation Can Be  Developed 
Self Assessment Inventory 
List of  Future Accomplishments 

8:00   - 

9:30 

12:00 
13:00 
15:00 

9:30 

- 12:00 

- 13:00 
- 15:00 
- 16:00 

16:00   -  17:00 

Introduction and Negotiating 
Learning Contract 
Who Am I?     Who  Do I Want to be? 
Ring Toss  Game 
LUNCH t . „   ., 
What Accounts  For High Achievement? 
Lecture Thoughts, Action and 
The Three  Social Motives 
Analyzing  Stories for Achievement 
Thinking 

Homework:    Cob Flower and Card Shop   (Part A); Projection 
to  1985 

July 25: 8:00 
10:00 
12:00 
13:00 
16:00 

10:00 
12:00 
13:00 
16:00 
17:00 

Cob Case;   Small Group Presentations 
Interim Goal-Setting,  24  Hour Goal 
LUNCH 
The Business Game 
Lecture:     Business Leadership 
Action System Technique 

Homework:    Work Analysis Questionnaire;   Achievement Thinking 
Homewot Review,   «The Two Faces of Power 

July  26: 8:00  - 10:00 

10:00 
12:00 
13:00 
14:00 
15:00 

12:00 
13:00 
14:00 
15:00 
17:00 

17:00  - 19:00 

Interpersonal Relationships 
Exercise 
Review of  24-hour Goal 

Feedback on Exercise of  Imagination 
Integrating  Information About Yourself 
Goal Setting;   Indentifying Life/ 
Career Goals 
Goal Setting Long-term Planning 
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MODULE VI 

Time 

MOTIVATION  THEORY 

Topic 

Reading 
Yl     Motivating Economic Achievement, Chapts. 1,2 
2. Human Motivation, Chapts. 1-3, 11» 16, 19, 20 
3. Achieving Society, Chapts. 1-3, 17, 19 
4. Achievement Oriented Behavior 
5. Attractive Behavior in Management 
6. Leadership; The Effective Use of Power 
7. Role of Achievement Orientation in the Transfer 

of Technology 
8. Business Drive and National Achievement 
9. Integrators and Entrepreneurs 

Lecture 
IH     History of motivation  theory 
2. Definition:     associative network;  recurrent 

concern with goal state 
3. Behavior's relation  to motivation:     B=MxExI 
4. Behaviors related to Ach,  Aff and Pow motives 
5. Questions  and answers 

Film:     The Need to Achieve 

Individual Work 
Prepare to give   (role play) 
a  lecture on motivation theory ana to answer questions 
on it. 

Grou 
IT 

work 

2. 

elected trainees give prepared lecture on 
motivation theory and respond to "audience" 
questions. 
Group listens to lecture, asks questions, and 
then discusses, critiques and provides "speaker" 
with feedback on his lecture. 
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MODULE VII 

TEACHING MOTIVATION:     EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING  TECHNIQUES 

Time        Topic 

Reading 
H     Motivating Economic Achievement,  Chapt3.   2, 

Achieving  Society, Cnapt.   10 
Technical  î< 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

5 

Note on Organization Development 
Evaluating Experiential  Learning  Exercises 
Learning  Styles  Inventory 
Training   for Development,  Chapts .7-8 
McClelland   "Dynamics of the   Helping Relationship" 

Lecture 
T~.     Pretraining, Training, Posttraining phases of 

training programs 
2. Learning research: reading, 3eeing, hearing, 

feeling, doing 
3. Learning styles and the learning cycle:  AC-AE-CE-RO 
4. McClelland's M12 Propositions" 
5. Questions and Answers 

Individual Pre-work: 
Recall,   think about and be  prepared to describe  the 
last time you  learned something   (e.g.   a game,  skill, 
sport)   or effectively taught someone  else something-- 
how did   it happen, what steps,   processes,  etc.  did 
you go  through? 

Group discussion: 
several  participants discuss a relevant learning 
or  teaching experience, and they and  the group attempt 
to extract the  "underlying  principles"  common to 
these experiences. 

Individual Work: 
design and be prepared to  present a  "course module" 
for some  skill, game, sport   (or anything you like) 
that includes all the elements of the adult education/ 
"experiential  learning" model. 

Grout rri work 
»elected participants  present  (or  lead  the group 
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Indonesian1   and UNIDO1  official«  for recommend- 
ations on how to structure permanent, effec- 
tive training institutions  that can continue 
to provide AMT training,  research and extension 
services  after  foreign experts and UNIDO 
funds have withdrawn.      lecommendations  in this 
Section* stress : 

a. the importance of developing clear quality 
control  standards  for AMT trainers  and AMT 
course  controls  that can help quarantee 
the spread of a "standard treatment" 
for training entrepreneurs that will  retain 
a high probability of being effective. 

b. the desirability of developing a "critical 
MASS"  of competent,  committed professionals 
in one of the  few strong sponsoring institu- 
tions  through provision of funds and 
technical assistance over a 3 to 5 year 
period   (as versus many brief projects 
with many organizations);   and 

c. the necessity of viewing the entrepreneur- 
ial development process  as a system,   and 
acting  to insure  that a complex mix of 
institutions  cooperate to provide the 
range  of input resources  and services 
needed  to stimulate small business  growth. 

'Conversations with Mr.   Surjo Sediono  , Assistant to  the Vice 
President for   Development of Indonesia,  and Mr.  Keral Komala,        \ 
lank   tagang Negara, which took place at McBer and Company, ) 
Boston,  Mass., USA,  June 25-26,  1975. 

'Briefing by Mr.  Vassiliev,  Chief,   Industrial Training 
Division,  UNIDO, Vienna, Austria,  July 10,  1975.    Mr.  Vassiliev 
asked that this final  report emphasise how on-going 
capacity in AMT/EDP training in Indonesia and other countries 
can be maintained after  foreign expertise and funding is 
withdrawn t    the optimal  location,  organisation structure, 
influence,   financing and leadership of permanent centers 
and followup mechanisms  to insure the success of training 
efforts.    UNIDO is particularly concerned with the pro!)lem 
of attrition among trainers :    the  finding that within 2 to 
3 years trainees educated at considerable expense tend to 
leave training centers  and cease training.    UNIDO policy 
may be changing from supporting many small,  short term train- 
ing efforts to concentrating long term (three to five years) 
support in national or regional centers to "create something 
permanent"—a strong institution with a critical mass of 
competent local experts who can provide sustained training services 
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MODULE VII 

TEACHING  MOTIVATION:     EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING  TECHNIQUES 

Time Topic 

Group work   (cont'd) 
 in actually learning)   their  "course module. 
2.     Group members participate, analyze,   ask 

questions,  critique and provide feedback on the 
presenters'   "course modules. " 

McW* and COMPANY 



MODULE VIH 

MANAGING MOTIVATION, CONFLICT RESOLUTION, 
AND LARGE SYSTEM CONSULTANT 

Time   Topic 

Reading; 
T.    Tony Dudley Case 
2. Affillative Behavior in Management 
3. Leadership: The Effective Use of Power 
4. Role of Achievement Orientation in Transfer 

of Technology 
5. Achievement Oriented Behavior... 
6. Integrators and Entrepreneurs 
7. 5 Modes of Conflict Management 

Lecture; 
1. Characteristics of  Effective Helpers  and Managers 
2. Group Decision-making and Conflict Management 
3. Contingency Theory of Management 
4. Managerial Styles  and Organizational  Climate 

Individual Work; 
T.    Who's  In Charge? 
2. Motivational  Style Questionnaire: 

one's own managerial style 
3. Climate  Survey Questionnaire 

feedback on 

Group Work; 
T,    Arm Wrestling Exercise 
2. Tower-Building Exercise 
3. Analysis of Tony Dudley Case 
4. Hollow Square Exercise 
5. Lost at Sea Exercise 
6. Analysis of the organizational  climate of 

DTC-7TB:    Problem Solving and Planning for 
Climate   Improvement 

McBER and COMPANY 



MODULE IX 

AMT EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AND TRAINING TECHNIQUES: 
PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE 

Time   Topic 

Readin Reading .   „   , 
1. Meier and Company BLTP Instructors Manual 1 

1?° Components,   Schematic and Schedule of an AMT 
Course:     the   "Why"  for each component and  its 
order of presentation 

2.     "Tricks of the trade:" 
a. AC-AE-CE-RO or CE-RO-AC designs 
b. organization 
c. use of flip charts 
d. the  "case method" 
e. energy level 

Individual work : 
prepare to teach or lead each module of AMT course 
(role play) 
1. Lectures 

Games 
a. Ring Toss 
b. Business Game 
c. Disarmament Game 

Feedback of personal data   (helping participants 
integrate information about themselves) 

5. Goal setting. 
6. Other exercises 

2. 

3. 
4. 

l\°USelected trainees give lectures or lead exercises 
2.    Group members participate in exercises, then 

discuss critique and provide  feedback to 
"instructors." 

L_. McM« M4 COMPANY 



SEQUENCE OF  ACTIVITIES   IN THE FIVE-DAY  COURSE 

In outlining the  activities below no times allotments 
are   included for purposes of brevity.    Activities are broken 
So bv days in the course so  the first day and  the fourth day 
a?e  reaîïy one-half day sessions only      The abbreviations 
L.G.  and S.G. stand for large group and  small  group. 

FIRST WEEKEND SESSION 

First Day - 

Unit 1 
—rr&. 

S.G. 

L.G. 

Individual 

Unit 2 
Individual 

L.G. 

Individual 

Second Day - 

Unit 3 

L.G. 

Learning Contract 
Introduction o£ the Trainers 
Ranking of Five Most Critical Problems 
and Expectations for  the Course 
Review lists of Critical  Problems 
and Expectations.     Trainers discuss 
which problems the  course will 
deal with and which ones   it will 
not.    The expectations of  the 
trainer are shared  and a  common 
list of expectations  is created. 
The objectives of  the course and 
the schedule  are discussed. 
Read:     Objectives,   Schedule and 
Methods of Business Leadership 
Training. 

Ring Toss Game 
Members of L.G.  introduce themselves 
while each person  leaves  the room 
room to play the first round 
alone  in an adjacent room 
Rounds Two and Three are played 
in a large group followed by a 
discussion of the  learning points 
on risk-taking levels,   goal- 
setting expectations,  etc. 
Read: 
what This Course Can Do For You, 
by David Miron 

What Accounts for High Achievement? 
Thematic Analysis 
Thstructions to small groups on 
analyzing the biographies of 

       McBER and COMPANY 



Second Day (cont'd) 

Unit 3 
(cont'd) 

S.G. 

L.G. 

three businessmen, Alan Jones, 
Barbara Smith, Louis Green. 
Analyze themes in biographies and 
use that information to determine 
who wrote which story. 
Small groups present their findings 
and a discussion of learning points 
on the link between thought and 
action. 

Unit 4 Thought Patterns and Business Success 
Lecture and discussion on Motives, 
their definition and  link with action 
Group identifies patterns of thought 
which lead to  successful  business 
development. 

Unit 5 
—LTG\ 

Individual 
S.G, 

L.G. 

Who Am I? Who Do I Want To Be 
Introduction to exercise by trainer 
stressing importance of using 
exercise as a means of gaining 
feedback on performance and learning 
about the "hidden self". 
Complete Who Am I 
Discuss:  Who Am I?  Who Do I 
Want to Be? 
Review learning that took place 
in small groups. 

Unit 6 
L.G. 

Individual 

S.G. 
L.G. 

Business Game 
general Instructions to whole group. 
Play three rounds of the game 
individually 
Review discussion questions 
Review results of small group 
discussion and learning points 
on goal setting, et. 

Third Day - 

Unit 7 
—LTÏÏ, 

Three Social Motives 
Lecture and Discussion on three 
social motives. Distinction between 
thought and action and definitions 
of each. 

McBER and COMPANY 



Unit 8 
—L7G\ 

S.G. 

Analyzing stories for Motive Imagery 
Lecture on how to score for motive 
imagery 
Score stories for  achievement, 
affiliation,  and  power   imagery. 

Unit 9 
LJ&\ 

Individual 
S.G. 

L.G. 
Individual 

L.G. 

Case Discussion;     Cob  Flower  Shop 
Trainer introduces case and how 
to use the  case  material. 
Read:     Cob  Flower  Shop   (A) 
Discuss will Cob's business be a 
success or  failure.     How is Cob 
different or  like other business- 
owners . 
Review small group work 
Read:     Cob  Flower  Shop   (D) 
Discuss learning  points. 

Unit 10 
L.G. 

Individual 

Projection  to 1985 
Introduction to projection 
Complete projection to  1985 

Unit 11 

L.G. 

Individual 

S.G. 
L.G. 

Business Leadership Action System 
Techniques  BLAST" 
Lecture and discussion on how to 
use  BLAST.     Application of BLAST 
to setting  a  four-week  goal. 
Setting a  four-week goal using 
interim goal-setting forms. 
Reality test goals set 
Review goals set  and concluding 
remarks. 

SECOND   WEEKEND SESSION 

Fourth Day - 

Unit 12 

L.G. 
S.G. 

L.G. 

Review Interim Goals Set at Last 
Session 
Welcome and overview of second session. 
Review progress made in accomplishing 
interim goals. 
Review problems  encountered  in 
goal-setting. 

McKR and COMPANY 



Unit 13 
L.G. 

Individual 

S.G. 

L.G. 
Individual 

Achievement Thinking Review 
Review scoring materials for 
imagery and introduction of 
subcategory scoring 
Complete Achievement Thinking Review, 
a programmed approach to scoring 
for achievement imagery and sub- 
categories 
Teams meet to compose a story 
containing the 11 points in the 
Achievement Motive scoring system, 
Review completed answers 
Read:  Dudley Case (A) 

Fifth Day - 

Unit 14 
LTGT 

Individual 
S.G. 

L.G. 
Individual 

L.G. 

Case Discussion: Dudley Case (A) 
Introduction to task 
Analyze Case 
Discuss will Dudley be successful 
and analyze his motive profile for 
achievement, Affiliation and Power. 
Reviev; small group responses. 
Read:  Dudley (B) and Dudley (C) 
scored for achievement imagery 
Discuss discrepencies between small 
group responses and expert answers. 

Unit 15 
L.G. 

S.G. 

L.G. 

Disarmament Game 
Instructions are reviewed in large 
group and questions asked. Group 
divided into two teams. 
Game is played and discussion 
questions answered. 
Process of game discussed and review 
of learning around concepts of 
competition and collaboration. 
As reinforcement of learning 
points the Nickel Auction is 
played with pairs competing or 
collaborating in the large group. 

Unit 16 Feedback on Exercise of Imagination 
Trainer reviews issues in scoring 
exercise of  imagination and passes 
out expertly scored stories and 
achievement motivation subcategory 
profile. 

McBHt and COMPANY 
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Sixth Day - 

Unit 17 
Individual 

L.O. 

Motivation Analysis of Jobs 
Completion of Work Analysis 
Questionnaire scoring it and charting 
a profile. 
Discussion of different profiles 
and how relevant they are for each 
person. 

Unit U 

L.O. 

Individual 

Integrating the Information About 
Yourself ~~ 
Discuss all the behavioral data 
available in the course,  illustrate 
how to integrate the Exercise 
of Imagination Profile and the 
Mork Analysis Questionnaire. 
Review and answer the questions 
in the Integrating Guide.    Trainer 
»eets individually with participants 
and has pairs form to test their 
conclusions with each other. 

Unit If 

Individual 

Goal Setting!     Identifying Life 
and Career Goals 
Identify life and career goals 
based on a ranking of goals of inter* 
est to the participant. 

f 1* 

Individual 

Coal-Betting 
Introduction to goal-setting which 
reviews the problems encountered 
in setting the interim goals. 
Completion of goal-setting forms 
which are in the following sequence» 
1. List five-year goal, two-year 

goal and six-t»onth goal 
2. List action steps,  or subgoale 

for each of the goals set. 
I.    Anticipate the obstacles both 

personal  <Bp> and in the world 
taw) 

4.    List sources of help needed 
to over coma the obstacles. 



Unit 20  (cont'd) 
S.G. 

Individual 

L.G. 

Reality test the goal* set with 
a partner. 
Reset goals or adjust them based 
on discussion with partner. 
Review the goals in the large group 

Unit 21 
—EX 

Evaluation 
Complete "evaluation form and discuit 
problem areas.    Conclude with a 
time set for the first follovup 
session. 



MODULE X 

SCORING MOTIVES 

Topic 

Reading 
1, How to Learn the Method of Content Analysis 

for n Achievement, N Affiliation and n Power 
2. Scoring manual for the achievement motive 
3, Scoring manual for the affiliation motive 
4. Scoring manual for the power motive 

Lecture i 
How to Learn to Score Motives 
Questions and Answers 

ACHIEVEMENT 

Lecture i 
»coring for achievement motivation t 
achievement paradigm, subcategories, 
rules 

the 
and scoring 

Small Group Work» 
discuss each question of the "Self 
Testi    n Achievement" manual and score the first 
5 stories  in Practice Set A  (A-l to A-5) 

Croup Discussioni 
go over the scoring of stories A-l to A-5 and 
discuss any questions or problems encountered 
with the Self Test or the practice stories 

Ltcturei 
scoring for 
subcategories and 

motivation t    the 
scoring rules 

power paradigm, 



NODULE X 

SCORING MOTIVES - continued 

Time Topic 

POWER  (cont'd) 

Small group workt 
discuss each question of the  "Self Test" in the 
power scoring manual and score the first 5 stories 
in practice Set A   (A-l to A-5) 

Group Discussion: 
go over the scoring of Power practice stories 
A-l to A-5 and discuss any questions or problems 
encountered with the Self Test or the practice 
stories. 

AFFILIATION 

Lecture s 
•coring for affiliation motivation«    the affiliation 
paradigm, subcategories and scoring rules 

Small group workt 
discuss' each question of the  "Self Test"  in the 
affiliation scoring manual and score the first 
5 stories in Practice Set A   (A-l to A-5) 

Uoaeworki 
•core practice stories 
a.    A-6 to A-15 in the Achleveraent Practice Story 

Manual 
A-6 to A-15 in the Power Practic Story Manual 
A-6 to A-15 in the Affiliation Practice Story 
Manual 

b. 
o. 

Group Workt 
discuss and go ov«r problems in scoring 
a.    the Achievement practice stories 

the Power practice stories 
the Affiliation practice stories 
•ach individualt    calculate your 
reliability percentage 

b. 
c. 
d. 

COMPANY 



MODULE X 

SCORING MOTIVES - continued 

Time Topic 

Individual works 
score practice stories 
a. A-16 to A-25 in the Achievement practice 

story manual 
b. A-16 to A-25 in the Power practice story manual 
c. A-16 to A-25 in the Affiliation practice story 

manual 

Group work« 
discuss and 90 over problems in scoring 
a. the Achievement practice stories 
b. the Power practice stories 
c. the Affiliation practice stories 
d. each individuali calculate your reliability 

percentage 



MODULE XI 

ANT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 
(Se« Outline Module VI) 



MODULE XII 

LEARNING MATERIALS PREPARATION 

Time Topic 

Reading 
T.     "Cob's Piover and Card Shop (A),   (B),   (C)" 

oases in BLTP Book I,   "Baily Printing and 
Envelope Company  (A)   *   (B)", and "Tony Dudley 
(A),   (B),   (C)"  cases in BLTP Book  II. 

2. Training for Development,  Chapts.   5   (especially 
pp.   126-131,   142-148,  and  "The Case Method," 
pp.   164-167)   and 6 

3. EDA Report 

Lieture 
1. Structured interviewing!     getting examples of 

•ach subcategory of achievement paradigm 
2. Productions     tape record,  rough type, edit, 

break at dramatic points,  score—issues 
of anonymity,  number« of  interviewers,  etc. 

Individual worki 
interview an Indonesian entrepreneur getting the 
full story of his business over its high and low 
periods   (successes,   failures,  blocks,  etc.) 
2. type, edit and prepare case 
3. prepare to teach case 

group Work i 
1. Participate in cas« discussions led by 

case preparers 
2. Analyse and critique cases and case instruction, 

provide feedback to "instructors" 
3. Choose cases to be used in Indonesian AMT 
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